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PREFACE

The police element of the criminal justice system captur s the
attention of the young mind far more quickly than any ther
element 'biltause the, function of the law enforcement o. ices

, brings excitement, intrigue,- sirens, mystery, red lights, and
\gory ' crime Nines. While court; corrections, parole, and
Jprobation persdhnel corn* into play as an aftermath, their
functions are quite mundane compared, to the curioity
generate by brass buttons, a hip-holstered .38, and a gold
badge.

The information provided in' this publication will serve not
only_ the teacher or _police officer who wishes to replicate the ,
instructional program in his /her jurisdiction; it also will provide

- a point of departure for the teacher of police officer yvhoie
kterest and imagination leads to extended clasiroom discussion
in areas relevant to the age in which we live. To induce learning
about a vocation which is continually in the news and which is
the subject of fictional stories and nightly television entertain-
ment will inde4d diipel myths concerning the police function,
and will give a greater appreciation for the role of-the keeper of
the peace. While every question asked By a student is not always
answered within the content of the subject matter, often the
teachers' guides have partial answers or at least some discussion ,

thatleads to a logidal response.
Because of the value of good policelstudent relations, I' havt

fully supported this instructional program since its inception. I
knovv of nd'other such effort combining the talents of the aca-
demic community with those of active police officers to produce
a course of study so 'to a youngster's developing years.

COLONEL KENNETH W. WATK1N$
Superintendent of Police (Retired)
Montgomery County,' Maryland
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INTROQUCTION

I
The Police/Student Relations Program (PSR) was conducted

pursuant, to a grant from the Governor's Commission on Law
Enforcement and the Administration of Justice for the State of
Maryland (Law Enfolltment Assistance, Adininistration, U.S.
Department of Justice) under the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act of 1968, Grant No. 5109-POL-6. The project
was under the directiOn of the author who was then with the
Montgomery County PubliC Schools in cooperation with the
Montgomery County Department of Police.

The problem addressed by PoliceI5tuden elations is one
which is becoming increasingly serious an which is riveiving
more and more attention by national lead s. The magnitutle of
the problem of juvenile delinquency is ore serious not only
because of increasing proportions of uth committing crimes
but also because of changes in t e nature! of the crimes.
Offenses

as
occurring among unger youth and inside

schools as well as outside school . Serious offenses (murder,
rape, arson, assault, burglary, et .) c6mmitted by persons under
eighteen are increasing. In Montgomery County, Maryland, the
number of, such offenses by persons under eighteen increased
by 16 percent over a foUr-aylar period. Further, the myth that
poverty is a primary taus ive agent 'for delinquency is tieing
exploded kri the seventies as serious delinquency spreads to all
income levels.

DelinquenCy prevention programs in theUnited States have
been largely affairsprojects with little reliable
evaluation, small' in magnitude, and scattered geographicallx.
Many programs which were successful on a small scale have
raised doubts in the minds of persons who wished to duplicate
them because of questionable evaluation techniques and special
characteristics of the population served vy'hich might have
affected the results.

Several approaches have been tried. The nature of the
programs has been dependent, for the most part, upon the
implementing agency and the type of design. Programs
providing one-to-one counseling services have been the most
popular r-Since the 1930's. This type of program makes the

SO
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assuitiption that the cause 'of delinquency is the delinquent.
Other sociologically-oriented programs have expanded to
family counseling, big-brother programs, and walk-in counsel-- ing or recreation centers seeking to repair a damaged juvenile or
family. While some have appealed to healthy parts of the human
system, none has taken advantage ok the logical processes which
are an important aspect of psychological(functioning..

Although Many community agencies, including police de-
partments, have attempted programs to quejl the rising tide of
delinquency, seldom has the school been utilized to its fullest
advantage. Even less frequently.have schools and police depart-
ments worked together. Many police programs tried in schools
have been patterned after the psychologically oriented one-to-
one counseling approach.

A recent report by the Mitional Association. of Counties
identified the following key elements in delinquency. preven-
tion:

' 1. Once an adolescent becomes involved in the juvenile
justice system, the likelihood of his/her becoming a recidi-
vist increases.

2. Prevention programs which provide youth an opportunity'.
to interact with adult models are more effective than
prOgrams which ultimately label individuals as, delinquent
by virtue of die fact that adolescents are involved -in a
special program.*

The Police/Student RelationS' project, an innovative, proven,
effective, prevention program, is a totally new approach to
delinquency prevention. When, you read the program descrip-
tion, you will recognize parts of familiar prbgram plans. The
uniqueness of the PSR approach, however, is that these familiar
pieces "have been fashioned into a new and successful type of
program. The Police/Student Relations prci.ject is not .% pill or a
bandage to be applied to repair; rather it is a program to
enhance and to take advantage of certain natural abilitielwand
characteristics which allow children to continue functioriing in a

Aurora Gallagher, ed., Juvenile Delinquency: A Basic Manualfor County
Officials (Washington, D.C.: National Association of Counties Research

. Foundation, Criminal Justice Program, 1976).
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healthy way. It seeks to stimulate the lOgical thought processes
of students so as to bring about attitude change not.through
brainwashing, values clarification techniques, or cajoling, but
through the delivery of a ditect, adult message which provides
students with information upon which to base decisions about
individual behavior. Police/Student. Relations attempts to
impact adolescents before they make decisions which ultimately_
involve them in the juvenile justice system.

-The PSR program concept conveys the message that each
person is responsible for herThis own behavior; but, mot:,
critically, that each student is fully capable of receiving infor-
nation about an adult system and processing that information
in a responsible manner.

PolicelStudertt Relations is delivered to all students; /the
program does not isolate, identify, and label a group of students
Who may be regarded as predelinquent or potentially delin-
quent. The teacher in PSR sets the stage for a highly reiPsitable
adult model to interact with students: the police officer.

1 ' t

.

10



CHAPTER 1
A DESCRIPTION OF THE
POLICEISTUDENT RELATIONS
(PSR) PROGRAM

BACKGROUND

Juvenile delinquency an be consiciered an antisocial ac ,
means to fulfill personal consumer needs, a personal pathol
cal plea for attention, or a way of life. Whatever the motivation;'`

- the law enforcement profession must devote excessive amounts.
of time processing juveniles as delinquency, insireases at an
alarming rate. Since social institutions other tnn the criminal '
justice system help to create the problems, , these institqtions
have the potential for developing effective -prevention pro-
grams.

Montgomery County, Maryland, was designated 'the most
affluent 'county in the United States in 1973.1' Despite its
affluence, however, the increase in juvenile delinquency kept
abreast, of the national rate. The increase nationwide for 1973
was from 10 percent to 35 percent.? Montgomery County
juvenile arrests increased 25'percent in 1973 and again in 1974.3
These figures should not, be surprising. Hirschi refutes the
claim that juvenile-offenders are largely from pbverty areas:

0. "There appears to pe little or no' relation between the
socioeconomic status of an area and its rate of self-reported
delinquency. The percentages reporting one or more delinquent..
acts by school range from 36 percent in Portola, the junior high'
school highest in socioeconomic status, to 49 percent in El
Cerrito, the senior high school highest in socioeconomic .

status." a Programs in delinquency prevention, therefore,
should be conducted across' youth populations in all socio-
economic strata.



. g. ... . ,,,.
Thi major, .ocial ingtiiUtions. 'with.. the potential to .develop

,latt5ad Pi ' programs t6 ebtnhat delinquent acts are the.
police nd the -s ..Tjlese two institutions deal with fhe
:game ,Pulations'o oath; they rzpresent authority to juve-

' nileif.ltheyshoUldther fare present' a united, consisteni front to
young people. aroma g Entieves that the school is "one of thel4,
TOO --gffecti've a d c erative juvenile resources within the
. - . .

- Foolrouruty. its r le in e total police juvenile enterprise cannot
.....lip. i:101SC'..S.tat II:" 5'

.)iimppk:AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE,
Attitude and behavior change which results in reducing the

Miniber of juvenile offenses is one goal of prevention programs.
The -critical time for attitude change in the development of tirtir
person is "during the period of middle childhood throu7gh early
adolescenCe" (grades 6:-12).6 Furthermore, at this critical-period
of development 'the school is in a-position to ex t a strong
influence. When the adolescent asserts hiS/ her inde Bence by
rejection of the views of his/her parents and other a ults, the

school has an oPportunity to become a positive force i attitude
development..

The goal of the cooperativt- Police/StudentRelationsproject
(PSR) is to influence the attitudes of adolescents toward law
enforcement officers and subsequently to influence the behavior
of these young people. The law enforcement cuMcultnnwhich is
planned to be taught in junior high school seeks to change
adolescerit behavior by-

1: Providing students with an opportunity to interact with
police 'officers in a nonadversary setting which allows
them to see officers as living, breathing, human beings
rather than as television fantasies put on the 'street to
harass adolescents. This positive interaction is important.
The police officer is the new visible symbol of authority.
with whom increased contact is anticipated for the
teenager. Generally, the aggression of young children is
expressed and contained within the home: During the teen
years, however., aggressive acts are more likely to spread
to and be committed within the community, entailing
confrontation with a police officer.



ment techniques or instruments used:

Assessment Tool

Obser4Vons during testing situations:
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2., Providing students with accurate,/in-depth information as
to how the officer actually. krforms hislher
students are instructed to rtin a polygraph :machine, to -'
protect a crime scene, to conduct a concentric circle search,
and to lift latent fingerprints from glass bottles, just vs
recruits at a Police training academy' are taught. Such
instruction provides a needed alternative to the TV image,
of i'police officer. fg

a

THE MOLE- OF THE TEACHER

The program' is:a mistered primarily by the school system
instead of. by the dice tlepirtment. The classroom teacher
carries th'e burd of instruction in that he/she has the major
regpOnsibilities/ o structure the class, to plan and select student
activities, to/aCquire and distribute materials. The police'officer
enters, the "classroom after the instructional process is under,
way and as a support or supplement tO the ongoing instruction.

VT e program is, therefbre,:liconofilically feaiible for the de,
pirtinent bf,police.

The instructional and audiovisual materials have been
prepared. Teachers (and police officers) need not spend 'time
researching the subject area, designing classrdoin 'activities,
locating appropriate audiovisual materials, or ppeparin.g work-
stteetsor assessment t4sks. The result js that feathers are more.
willing to teach the t ubject of law enforcement. Asa matter of
fac-t, the reaction of some teachers is eagerness to teach the
subject because of the quality (as well as the completeness)'of
the instructional materials which are designed to qffer
maximum flexibility to teachers. ,Neither- the units nor, the
performance objectives are hierarchical or sequential, therefore
teachers can select topics for instruction on the basis of the
needs, interests, and leirntng cha?acteristics of theireidents.

A

THE ROLE OF THE POLICE OFFICEit

. The police officer makes guest appearances in the classroom
when requested by .the teacher 'for clarification of technical
materials, questioning by studehts, and relevant discussions,

13
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The officer is a part of the:ongoing instructional process rather
than a one-time lecturer; his/her appearances are therefore
more meaningful. The teacher inrockices'',students to the
vocabulary' and mechanical principles of the polygraph, for
example, When the Officer arrives, he/She can proceed to other
aspects and -applicatioilsOf the subject in greater'cletail.

.
THE COURSE

The course in law enforcement for junior high school
studeths i's a curriculum innovation in Montgomery County. In
order for this innovation to be successful', teacher and student.

.1

instructional materials must be offered along with the
curriculum guide. As.Lawler states, "A feature of the curren.i.
curricular innovation developed bynational eommittees is the
special pupil-and-teacher-materials prepared for each of the
programs, -inducing ,not only texts, but also film,_ film-strips,
slides and kinescopes. It appears that we have at last learned
that if curricular innovations are to become institutionalized,
student materials appropriate for the innovation must be
provided," 7 Thus, the units developed inclitcle all audiovisual,
materials, guides, and instructional worksheets.

-

The cour0,- entitled Law Enigroone.nt and Crime Detection, consists
of nine tits. Seven of-the units ,eanbe offered to any junior
high'school class; tyvo are more appropriate for ninth grade.

Unit 1, Caieers in Law Enforcement, has a dual purpose. It
seeks to change student attitudes by allowing students to gain
some understanding of the personal problems inherent in the
law enforcement professionfear of injuryhigh standards for
performance demanded by ,citizens. In addition, it acquaints
students with the entrance standards-, training, and continuous

'monitoring of behavior experienced by law enforcement
personnel.

Unit 2 is the first of three units in Criminal Investigation and
focuses on EVidence; Precision, accuracy, and care in ;handling
evidence are emphasized in ordersto prepare well for trial.
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Unit 3 consists of Criminal Investigation,'Speclific trim s.
Here students gain an appreciation of the 9uMbei of different
approaches to criminal investigati a. They have n opportunity
to explore investigation of arso , homicide, tuck hijacking,
narcotics, burglary, robbery and arceriy.

Unit 4, Criminal Investisit
related to processing suspe

icIPtion, interviewing, poly: t'
case the admissibility c

ion, Suspects, explores istu,es
ocgdures include interroga-

Leg.raph, and lineup.' In each
ibility of evidence in court is

examined.
/

Unit 5, Investigation of Juveniles, is approached from the
point of view of the police officer raiher than from that of the
r`ithts of the student. Most of the iriformation, however, should
be useful to students. Options available to runaWays and cases.
of child. abuse are considered.' Arrest procedures and circum-
stances determining whether a case gpes to adult court or to
juvenile court are presented in a step-by-step sequence.

Unit 6, Patrol, gives students an opportunity to role-play
many of the situations with which a patrol officer copes in
hislher daily job. -

Units 7 and 8 deal with Forensic Science. They are
'appropriate for ninth grade' science classes since most of the
material consists of actual laboratory procedures .used to
analyze physical evidence.

Unit 9, Issues in Law Enforcement, is the last in the series.
Here students explore contemporary' is,sues or problems,
particularly those which may lead to chilftes in law enforce-

. rnent (e.g., women in law enforcement; height, weight, and age
requirements; capital punishment; the role of the victim; crime
prevention programs).

,

"Outlines which list performance objectives with matching
content, strategies, resources, and assessment tasks are avail-,
able for:, each unit. Bonus materials include vocabulary exer-
cises, extended activitjes,' a book of police slang,"jokes, and
culminating activities.

15
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The design of the curriculum and mat rials permits great
teacher flexibility in program planning. Ac ivilies for each day
of instruction may be chosen depending of student needs and
interests. A sample weekly plan for nit , 2 on Criminal
Investigation: Evidence might consist of, t e following:

Day 1

Audiovisual slide tape on physical etlidence., Students, in small
groups, survey a school area to identify physical evidence.

Transparency on types or seardies. Small groups, of students
directed 'by .other students conduct speciic types of searches
and critique each other.

Day 2

Transparency on protecting the crime scene.' StOents are given role
cards, among them that of the first offiqe. to the scene who '
must decide which of the others should e admitted to the
crime. scene.

Day 3

Videotape on homicide. Students view mo hOmicide and
compare perceptions as to what, took plac4 followed by a
discussion of problems with eyewitness accounts.

V ideotalt on homicide. ,s,Students view videotape, et up mock
,crimp scene, 'sketch crime' scene, .and make Ideclsions as to
measurements to be included on sketches and types Of pho'tos to
be taken.

Day 4
4

Filmloop on how to lift latent .fingerprints. Students ractice lifting
fingerprints from different Surfaces. (If possib e an officer
attends class.)

Days 4

Filmloop on how to record inlaid fingerprints. Stude is practice
recording and classifying inked fingerprints of eac Cher. ,

possible an officer attends class.)

1
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ADDITIOIAL INFORM \or

WHEN STUDENTS ASK 2 .

1. What will I get out of fhb course?
You'ou 'Will learn 'about law enforcementmainly'how and
Why the police work as they do (here in Montgomery
County). When police officers visit the clasi; your will be
able to ask them ciliestions about their lives and their
work. I hope that one thing you will gain from this course
is' a feeling that law enforcement is understandable, ti
the-whole system is mare comprehensible' for yOu.

2. How till this course affect my future?

It will give you a small 4xperienci of what law enforce-
ment is like so that you can decide whether )164 would like
to seek a career in the field. It will make, you aware of
career posSibilities jn law enforcement at local, state, and
federal levelsworking for a public agency or for a pri-
vate compa-hy. You will learn about a range of jobs and the
different skills, abilities, education, and training which
they 'require. No matter what your own aptitude, you will
probably see a realistic career opportunity for yourself if
you decide that you are interested in the field of law
enforcement.

3. What will we do in the course?

You will participate in activities designed' to give you an
opportunity to do what a police Officer would do. For
example, you might learn the communications ,code, how '
to lift and clissify fingerprints,. or what tb do first when
you arrive at the scene of a crime. You will have experience
in looking at a situation involving lawenforetment with an
investigator's or a police officer's responsibility predomi-
nantly in mind.

1
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'. 0

How will this course hklp me to iNderstand current events better?

You will see how the efforts of the police serve .the
administration of justicein other words, how_the work
of the police fits in with the work of thf courts, the work
of the legislature, and with corrections programs and
facilities.

t.

5. Wilt I have a chance to learn about how taw enforcement affects me
and my friends?

Yes,Inj.init 5, you will get a chance to examine the special.
charac%r and goals of the juvenile justice system, in-

protedures f(), art irosecu.tion,
treatMent, and aftercaiL

6. What will be expected of me?

You will bseXpected to partkipate in classroom activities.
Ig additiondin interacting with police officers who come to
class as resources for learning, yob will have a chance to
broaden the officers' knowledge.of and experience with
studentsin a learning situation'where neither of you is
seen as a villain.

7. What are the PSR materials like, anyway?

The materials are NOT

a. A philosophil.essay on "Why We Need Laws in So,
_ciety."

b. Information which would help students know how to
,be a better criminal (or to become a criminal).

c. A set of rules for legal behaviorlike the ,Ten Com-
manclihents.

d. A crash course in ethical philosophy which invites
endless armchair discussion on the 'nature of good and
evil in the world.
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- 'e. A list of homilies and platitudes.
f. A compendium of the disasters which befall wayward

youth.
g. A program to make overly legal-minded junior lawyers

out of students.
h. An anarchist scheme to focus on student rights as the

first step in overthrowing the established public school
-system.

,
i. A fascist scheme to focus on unquestioning obedience

and the virtues of orderliness and discipline,.
j. A list of suggestions for teachers to spend, hours

gathering materials, reading books, and preparing
lesson plans.

k. A set of lists and descriptions of duties and procedures
and organization charts and chains of command for stu-
dents to "sit quietly at their desks and study."

I. A way, to get police officers into schools to pursue
undercover activities.

the materials ARE
a. Units which show students how the law is enforced (in

Montgomery County).
b. Activities which provide students with experiences in

acting like a police officer" in solving crimes.
c. Content pa4ages in a variety of forms vyhich give

students informat. n And which dispel myths and. ,
fantasies about t e criminal justice system and the
juvenile justice system.

d. Specific tasks which show and/or allow students to
experience a little of what it is like to be a police officer.

e. An attempt to reduce delinquent behavior.
f. An attempt to improve student attitudes toward

authority figures in general and toward police in
particular:
An effort to expose students to career options and
possibilities in the law enforcement field.
A hands-on approach where students actually do some
of the tiIings police officers would do in carrying out
their work.

g

h.

19
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i. Complete instructional packages which include lessor)
plans, student activities, and worksheets with accom-
panying instructions-and answers, audiovisual 'mate-
rials, lists of additional, resources and where to get"
them, and teachers' guides which cfi:ritain background
information and answers toequestions frequently asked
by'students.

7, .

A COMPARISON Ok POLICEISTUDENT RELATIONS
TO:SIMILAR PROGRAMS

Ta ble 1 at the end of this chapter it a review of "whet-.
police/school programs. The advantages and licad, -,t
listed are generalizations which pertain, to it pr
classification but not necessarily to the program cited as an
example.

Among all such programs, the Cincinnati Police Juvenile
Attitude Project is most similar to the PolicePStudent Relations
project in concept and in operation. Both are curriculum
development models but with certain critical differenceS which
are outlined in Table 2.

Three elements appear tO\ make Police/Student Relations
successful: the educational features, the inlvement of police
officers in ongoing classroom activities, and the consistently
positive attitude change of students involved in the program.
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Table 1
,

.Taxonomy of PolicelSchool Delinquency Prevention Programs_...

.
Type of Intervention

Strategy ' Example of Program Advantages Disadvantages'
Law- Related Educa.00ni
Students receive infor- .

mation about laws,
court system, and its
fuMtions

Carroll County.
Maryland

Georgetown Street,
Law Protect, George-
town University,
Washington, D.0

Cincinnati, Ohio
,

.

t

Structuring a K-12'pro-
gram; each grade has
topic to cover no ,
overlap or duplication

fvfaterials focus on legal
situation student or
citizen may face

So- week program
changed attitudes
significantly

Few materials
teachers must prepare ..
thiir own program,

lime-consuming, no
quality control

generally
tots abstract for unior
high school students; no
back-up materials, lust
curriculum guides

Approach is to try to
directly convince stu-
dents to follow rules

Randomly Selected
Police
Raii,1,

pi
for presentation

it, '411 1k. 411it 01 lV1.,

seiiions with officer
no continuity; eacti .
session different

Random Classes
'Assigned of ficerts/:
rap sessions

x

Bismarck. North
Dakota

Chesapeake, Virginia

Same officers providing
instruction become
familiar with students
and pertinent issues;
excellent for small
school Otem

Not economically feast-
ble for police depart-
ment serving large
school district

Selected Officers s
,

Long Beach, California
.

lnstration authentic
presented by officers

Not economically feasi-
ble for police depart-
ment serving large

. school district; gener-
ally officers do not have
back-up materials

Policlerve students
involved in Juvenile
justice system, i e ,
counseling

pallas, Texas
Alexandria. Virginia
Flint, Michigan

Students involved in
minor offenses or
Status offenses diverted
from Juvenile Justice
system,

Not preventive
approach

Teachers provide in-
struction in law en-
forcement, schedule of-
ficers for highly techni-
cal topics, Al pack -up
materials provided

Montgomery County,
Maryland, Police:
Student Relations

Economically feasible
for police serving large
school district.

t

s

Quality of instruction
may vary to some
extent from teacher to
teacher



Table 2
Comparison of PoliceiStudent Relations Project to Cincinnati

Police Juvenile Attitude Project

PSR Cincinnati Project

Scope of Evaluation. Attitude tests
Content tests
Comparisyn of arrest statistics to
determine if behavior change accom-
panied attitude change

Attitude tests only ^

Attitude Test Results
(Grade 7)

Arrest Statistics Results

Length of time compared (two, four.
nine weeks) statistically significant
attitude change all time period'.

Twt,

Pre- and post-offense rates stfosti-.
(Ally significant lower rate after in-
struction

All tests combined (two or six weeks of
intruction) u '11t de change

None

Content Test Results
".

Ile- and post-instiuction 'significant
learning occurred in expersmintal
group

None

Underlying Psychologi-
cal Approach

Curriculum presents objective technical
informahooRtbout4job of laW enforce-
ment officer: student infers that au-
thority administered professionally and
can be fair and just and is necessary for
welfare of society

Psychological dynamic Adult provides
objective information; student treated
as /ctult capable of receiving and
processing information and forming
values and judgments

Curriculum delivers indirect moralistic.
judgmental message rules are good
and necessary

Psychological dynamic: Parent message
places student in child role implying
student needs to be "told." not capable
of thinking for self; not "safe" for
student to draw own conclusions

Underlying Educational
Approach

Students continuously engaged in
learning ?kills of crime detection to
build appreciation for law enforcement
as legitimate profession with technical
skills le g . students lift latent finger-
prints. record and classify Inked finger-
prints. learn radio communications code
and other criminal investigation, and
patrol skills)

Students 'active participants in tradi-
tional classroom learning activities. but
passive recipients of information in
interesting, real-world subject areas

g teacher lectures, students given
written assignments)

Flexibility Units and days not sequential or
hierarchical; teacher has flexibility. can
select materials to match interests and.
needs of students: units can be used in
any junior high school year

Curriculum horizontal design con-
tent learning activities, audiovisual
resources. and assessment tasks de-
veloped for each performance objective
(teacher can choose topic for each day
and alsiS specific performance objec-
tive(s) I

Curriculum designed to be taught in
sequence over three -year period; mate-
rials hierarchical (some topics repeated
each year, more in depth)

Teacher Preparation All instructional materials provided
(teacher's guides. content handouts.
audiovisual resources. student work-
sheets and other materials, assessment
tasks for performance zippectNes)

No teacher research necessary

Curriculum outline and limited number
of student materials provided; audiovis-
uals suggested but most are general,
commercial productions

Teachers must do research to acquire
some necessary materials
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CHAPTER 2
iv f 't -Ae, PROCI4 La .4
1141 r y #

iriE10 HAVE FAILED?

1.

Any instructional program sets psychological and behavioral
processes into motion. The design of the Pp program impactsin several ways on the internal thought processes of students.
The results are evident in the behavior change, reflected by the
offense rate, of the students.

This chapter is based on obseryations about the PSR pro-gram, good sense about program impact, and some knowledge
of the internal processes which change people's attitudes and
behavior.

. ,

PROCESSES WITHIN THE STUDENT

There is a certain psychology inherent in the design of the
PSR law enforcement instructional materials which communi-
cates a speckal message to students, and thus alters the teacher-
student dynamic in the classroom. Instruction is presented in
tKeObjective adult mode, i.e., the ego state described in the
Transactional Analysis theory of behavior. The mode of in-
struction appeals to the adult ego state of tht student. In most
instructional programs designed to improve relations between
police and students or to reduce juvenile offenses, instruction is
couched in the "parent" mode and results in "hooking the child"

L
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Why Does the PSR Program Work? 25

in the st _ . ,fteii the learner resents the inherent message,
feels as tt Lteibhe is being preached to, or has the sensation that,
someone is trying to manipulate instead of level witki him/her.
Junior high school students are particularly sensitive to having
moral ju.dgMents, values, and preachments of parents imposed

_ upon them. The adolescent in thejunior high school years is at a
turning point in his/her personality formation, feeling pressure_
to separate .his/her identity from that of his/her parents and -to

4
seek a unique identity. At this time he/she has a low tolerance
for "you should" or "you should not.'' The PSR instructional
program provides students with objective information and
expects them to formulate judgments by inference- from the
information supplied. For example, the materials never say,
"Police officers are nice guys, and you should like and appreciate
them.",Instead the nature of the instruction demonstrates that
the officer Must perform his/her Job with precision and
accuracy (e.g., the collection of physical evidence must be
precise and scientific to enable the prosecution to win the court
case). Students, standing in the officer's shoes, perform thes
same functions and build an appreciation for the law enforce-
ment profession rather than for the "niceness" of as officer.

Further, learners have an opportunity to observe tlie-teacher
and the police officer workingcooperatively in their approach to
students. This approach of -two authority figures displaying
consistent behavior helps to clarify the role of authority in
sotietr-for adolescents. .

All students receive the PSR instruction. The program does
not seek out, identify, and highlight those who are already
delinquent or judged to be predelinquent. Programs which are
designed to treat delinquents, which isolate et em and conse-
quently label them as different from their peers, re ineffective
in combatting delinquency. Thus, alternative schools and
programs, court-prescribed counseling and probation are not
effective deterrents. The fact "that such programs may appear to
the child to preserve his/her preciousness as a delinquent may
serve to reinforce and enhance delinquent behavior.

An additional' benefit of the PSR program is the in-depth
exposure to an occupation which helps to move the adolescent
toward a 6reer choice. This important process can promote
sound mental health through integration of the ego and can
result in fewer antisoci.01 acts.

#
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4 26 LAW'ENFORCEMENT EDUCATION !WINE MIDDLE GRADES

PROCESSES BETWEEN THE STUDENT AND
THE POLICE OFFICER

--'
The fact that the law enforcement profession, which is

generally closed to laypersons. and 'most'espedally to youth, is
willing to 'allow students to enter itewoild,by sharing precise
techniques and prodeclures witthem;is artedifying experience
for youth. Further, the shared inform-a:bon providd a link
between studentsoften isdlited in: schoolsand the real
World. Young people, witicriatutal-iurvival instincts, perform
better when presented with an authentic part of the world
which they will enter as adults.

The instruriiitinat-pr9tess in the subject of law enforcement is
started by the:ciassroom teacher. This situation allows the
officer to enter the classroom in an edified' role. After students
have leirned- some' of the language and rudiments of law
enforcement; the-pi-Ice officer arrives to provide more technical
knowledge. At this point students and police officer can begin
their relationship on a common grpund with the common
language and bond of law enforcement between them. The
discussion is at a more sophisticated and meaningfullevel than ..
the typical one-lecture police visit which tends to remain at the° -`
level of the dramatic experiences of the officer. Further, the
relationship based on a tual interest tends to continue
outside of the classroom, in he shopping centers, and on the
street, with the result that olice/student relationships on the
street are less strained nd volatile. Instead of directing
expletives at an officer on e street to gain peer admiration and
approval, the student ca ask about fingerprints or other areas
of police work discus d in class. He/she can engage in new
behaviors and interact sitively with an authority figure.

As the student learns about the officer's job, she/he can begin
to identify with the off er and with the fears and problems of

e job as well as with is satisfactions. The student begins to
kn ' what the job ) 'feels" like by role-playingmaking
decision , erformi tasks similar to those of the officer.
Experience an nowledge of the training, skills, -Mil technical'
accuracy required help the student develop a new appreciation
for the job and for the person of the officer. Unrealistic aspects
of the media image of law enforcement personnel 'are also
counteracted. The individual officer appear's in a different
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Why Does the PSR Program Work? 27

lightas a person distinct from the inStituiion of which she/he
is a representative.

New intellectual and emotional insights enable the student tp
reassess and/or modify ,his /her attitude and behavior concern.-
ing law enforcement at home, in school, and in the community.
He/she can also begin to consider and appreciate a career in law
enforcement.

An additional benefit of the PSR approach is borne out by
,- recent research which found that programs which make adults

available to youth interacting in a vocational capacity to provide
a Model "are more effective delinquency deterrents than adults
treating adolescents (i.e., in counseling situations))

BENEFITS FOR THE STUDENT

Orte of the unexpected side effects of the ..course was
discovered; The student who learns the "ins and outs" of law
enforcement makes more effective personal decisions. The
course' offer information on many problems which Face

. teenagersrunning away, shoplifting, felonies versus misde-
meanors, and subsequent consequences. When given all the
data on these various problem areasconsequences, treatment
pogsibilities, alternativesthe student can make a more in-
fcrmed decision. "Is running away best? If sp, how can: it be
done *safely?" "Will shoplifting a $10 item lead to a permanent
record?" "What's the difference in consequences of going to
adult court instead of juvenile court?"

Students are not always-aware of the exact role of the police
officer and ascribe powers tq her/him that she/he does not
possess. "The police officer sets the fine, for the traffic
violation.'f "He/she places those stop signs at inconvenient
places." "He/she only arrests people when he/she feels like it."
"He/she could tell the judge to let you go if he/she wanted to."

Certain units in the course are designed to help students
understand the role of the police,in the criminal justice system.
The regular police officer cannot set fines, alter a judge or jury's
decision. (Actually, in court cases the officer is often in a very
humble position: she/he presents the evidence in as accurate a
manner as possible, and the remainder of the case proceeds
without his/her intervention.)
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' 0 ,
. . ..

I

After expdOure to the PSR program, students will hopefully
emerge with a more realistic viewno longer blaniing the offi-,.
cer on (he 'tree for,,all their.woes,and with an understanding
Of. the li of: police poWers.

Too.; 'ri students see the officer as an enemy and do not
.make 'the connection, that -police science is a possible job or
career field. This.co,urse helps them make thecdonection. Unit I
in' Law Enjorcemont and Crime Detection ivoncernedwith Cfreers.
Students who begin to consider a career in law enforcement

Alta rt to relate differently to the officer on the street: They begin
1, to gather' information- about jobs: How tall d,,o you have to be?

Are there any femalei in the department of police?, Do
canaldates hi/ye to knOw how to shoot, or will the police

.' departinent train them?,The posifi;le identity with police which
. begins' to form shapes the" nature of the interaction betweerthe

stiulent-and the Officer; ' . ,..

i
attsIEFITS FOR THE TEACHER AND THE POLICE- OFFICER

I

In the class situation students are not the only persons
affected' by the, process. The teacher may come
away with a different attitude and a new, respect toward

--offtgers:"The.y;re'human."."They 'treat each student wile, asks a
question as thotOgh he/she were the most important person in

.

the world. I'm going to try'and treat my students like th4t'in
the suture. '

Teachers' attitudes are frequently affected through the
igstructional process. Teachers arexposed to the information
and become- involved" in perforining: many of the tearningtasks.
wikihe.children. In, additio,n, they enjoy the same oppdrttinity

..as 'their students in interacting with the police officer. It shoUld
not betassumed that all adults have positive attitudes toward
law enforcement or an appreciation for the law enforcement
functionin society. Teachers' attitudes were formed in the same
way as the attitudes of the adolescents, in their classrooms

on-the..street experience - (sometimes neAtive), media par-
trayals, and peer influence. S

Similarly, the 'police officer is changed after the experience:
He/she enters the classroom expecting to have to be entertain-
ing and tell war stories. Instead 'she/he Pint t$ a group of
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Why.Does'the PSR Program Work? 29

a olescents who speak her/his language and Can discuss issues
enforcement. The fad that a student has taken the time

to become acoainted with the job and the problems it entails is
'flattering to even the most crusty officer. Further, students
may ask technical questions of officers on the street. The
reaction on the part of the officer is sometimes clearly shock.
One veteran officer confronted the PSR coordinator within the
police department and demanded to know how a student had
information about lifting latent fingerprints sufficient to ask \:

'him (the Officer) a question on the street. After the program
was explained, he grudgingly admitted, that perhaps the pro-
gram was a good idea.

In summary, the instructional process changes the dynamics
/ between the.officer and the student and between the officer and

the teacher. A further question now remains to be investigated:
Does the instructional program or process alSo change student
attitudes toward authority figures generally? If so, how acrd' .
why, and to what extent?

JACI9rES BETWEEN THE STUDENT AND SOCIETY

AN UNDERSTANDING OF LAW EN'FbRCEMENTIN SOCIETY

In, a student's mind, and sometimes in the adult mind as well,
theAnstitution:' of law enforcement is intertwined with and is

,the saitne as the personality-and behavior of the law enforce-
ment Officer. Personal experiences or peer values may serve as
the basis of an attitude toward the officeF and may be applied
equally toward law enforcement-as an institution.

The PSR course4n law enforcement is designed to separate in
.the student's mind:the instAtion of law enforcement in society
from the police Officerthe persoh. The student learns the
basics about law enforcement -from' the classroom teacher

-and from media productions. Subsequently, the officer visits
the classrooln for technical` presentations. At this time, the
student -can interact with the officer and can experience
'different personalities and approaches. The differentiation of
the institution from the individual representative of that
institution is important in the formulation of attitudes toward
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the structure of society. More importantly, the student begins
to-Consider-the decision-making tarocess used to select persons
to become officers and the system, used to control their
behavior. With this.important information she/he can begin to
thinktmore,Clearly about where and in, what sectors- of society''

--. change:may be-needed- .
,-:.. The concept of differentiating-an institution from some of the

persons who ngpresent it can be applied to school, government,
social service agencies, and religion.

Tfle student, consistently put in the role of the police officer
Tor investigator throughout the course of instruction, begins to
identify with the officer's function in society. Identification
with authority reduces antisocial behai,ior aimed at combatting
or-being disrespectful toward authority.

As students learn about the subject and function of law
enforcement in society separate from the police officer, they
begin to develop an appreciation for the role of law enforcement
in society separate and distinct from the personality of the
police officer. In other words, there is an app-Ortunity to
Formulate ideas and opinions about law enforcement independ-
ent of whether or not the officer in the classroom or on the
street has been courteous or harrassing to a particular student.
Further, at- the sane time the officer enters the classroOrn,
downstream of the instructional process, learners can accept

, the individual officer as a human being with personality
characteristics which do not necessarily speak for the law
enforcement process.

.The fact that the teacher presents the,basic information and
then involveS the police officer in the instructional process

)eallows students:to form attitudes toward law nforcement as a
function in society. They, then, interrelate wit he officer and
begin to differentiate between their attitude .. toward law
enforcement and, their liking or disliking of the personality of
the individual officer. ,

.

POLICE, TEACHERS, PARENTS! THEY'RE ALL
AUTHORITY FIGURES!

PerhIps of far greater importance than currently recognized
is the united working front presented by two of the most
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Why Does the PSR Program Work? 31

imp rtant authority figures in a student's life, the teacher and
the olice.officer, Some teachers may believe that to establish
their credibility with students, they must attack the institutions
with which students sometimes -appear to be in conflict. The

*police officer represents one of those, institutions. The two
professionals working together present a different message:
that the learner will no longer be successful in pitting 'one
authority against another. This same phenomenon occurs in the
family when parents are not in agreement in their approach to
disciplining a child. Often the child subconsciously senses the
division and' attempts to further divide the parents, to the
supposed advantage of the child.

By the time the student reaches junior high school, many of
his/her problems are expressed .outside .the home and on the
street. As a visible symbol, the police officer is the'authority
figure who will most often have to deal with antisocial
adolescent behavior. The school experiences its share of such
behav ior as well. If a student begins to view police officers,
positively and attempts to develop constructive relationships
with them, then there is a good chance that some of that
positive view will be transferred to other authOrity figures.
i.e., to parents, teachers, and principals. .

ELIMINATION OF FANTASIES/GENERATED
BY THE MASS MEDIA

The PSR program helps to eliminate many fantasies gen-
.erated by the mass Media. Many, students do not know what
happens to a juvenile when she/he is arrested.- They speculate,
'IYou're beaten," "You're photographed with a number 'across
your chest," "You're thrown in a jail cell to wait two months for.
trialt" For some, "Nothing happens. The guy gives you. an ice
cream cone, pats your hand, and says, 'Don't do it' again!' " For
others the reality is more severe than the fantas particularly
when, unexpectedly, the parents are involved ver arly in the .

juvenile justice process. Still others discover they can stop
defending themselves so stringently against "the, cops" who
aren't rude tough guys .after all, but most of whom are fairly
objective, just doing a job.
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,/

APPRECIATION FOR PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION

The course in law enforcement is highly' technical in some
areas and encourages an appreciation for professional prepara-
tion. Precision and accuracy are emphasiZed. A technical level of
knowledge is generally synonymous with a concrete

more
of

operation. Sometimes concrete presentations are more stimu-t:
lating, particularly to junior high level students. Further, the
average student is more likely to become involved with the
information. As a result, learners develop an appreciation for
the amount of. exact, scientific knowledge acquired and used by
the well-trained officer. Overall, students begin to undirstand
the need for specialized knowledge, the concept of preparation
and training, and their relationship to professionalism.

PROCESSES BETWEEN THE STUDENT
AND THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS sr .

The instructional ayi audiovisual materials of the PSK
program are designed to actively involve the student in thinking
processes. Students are always more interested in. learning
when, they -can become personally involVed. Many activities
requires them to solve problems and make'clecisi6ns just as an
officer would have to do on tl., job. For eliampl` udents ar
shown three to four slides of a fire scene and then are aske o
make a decision as to whether or not the evidence, sug ests
arson.

1
7

The learning activities are skill-oriented. Students learn how
to perform procedures by actually doing theirs- instead' of
passively reading about them. For example, learners have an
opportunity to conduct three major tyrs of search: cogceptric
circle, point to point, and sector. They lift latent ingeiplint ,
record and classify inked fingerprints,' sketch and phdiograp : .

(using polaroid) a mock crime, set up in the classro. M. s
"The instruction is 'not hierarchical. Within each itilirare five ,..

days of instruction with performance-kijectives for eachitclai+.:-.'r
'The days can 43e moved around in order of presentation or,calei,;. ;
be selected to 'meet the needs of. teachers and/or !student's.
Teachers who prefer may select only one performance objective

. _
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IL

4
4., on any given day and instruct within those limits. This approach

is possible since' an audiovisual resource, sttrategies, content,
and assessment tasks are available for each performance
objective. The instructional materials have been designed for
several styles of teaching. If whole group instruction is pre-
ferred, the teacher's guide should be followed. Each guide has
several, strategies to accompany the -audiovisual resource:
Strategies may be chosen on the basis of need or enjoyment. If
individualized instruction is preferred (for the entire class or for
only a few students with special needs), a !learning center may
be set up using the audiovisual material and the worksheets
which are designed to be self-instructional. Answers are
included on the worksheets to allow students to check their
work. (If you are fe'arful that 'students will fill in the answers,
and thus "cheat" a little, remember that, research has shown
that with self instructional materials students learn just as
much by copying the answers.)

OTHER, CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERJAL

POORLY MOTIVATED STUDENTS

The PS11 course was developed originally as a high-interest
course for students experiencing severe problems in School. It is
considered suitable for those who are poorly motivated or who
are not experiencing success in the regular academic curriculum.
During the pilot sessions instructors noted that fewer behavior
problems were exhibited while students were in the law-
enforcement class.

CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS

alCcitiCal, thinking skills have been incorporated into both the
'.:'instructional materials and the audiovisual materials. Perform-

ance objectives are' based 'on content, verbs which describe a
higher order of thinking skills, ;and,a type of learning actiyity.
appropriate to the content. Table 1 ion page 36 lists verbs used
to develop performancg objectives. For example, the format for

32
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a

ibt

the slide/tape Fire Investigator is designed to reinforce the Ikill of
inferential thinking. The point to be gaiMed frbm the topic is
that a fire scene can be examined for evidence of arson. The
slideltape.is designed so that students are presented first with
slides 'depicting evidence, then are asked to decide whether or
not the evidence would lead the investigator to suspect arson.

Other types of thinking skill corporated into the audio-
. visual and instructional maters /include:

,problem-solving
brainstorming, divergent.thinking
prioritizing, alternative or consequences search
decision-making, deductive thinking
application of principles or generalizations. to specifics
cecept formation

GRADING

Thise units can be graded and integrated into the curriculum
in several ways.

Option 1. If law enforcement is tatfght as part of a social
studies course (Youth and the Law or Urban Studies), rregular
letter grades can be assigned for however' many weeks the
course is taught based on the quality of performance or thg
results of. periodic or final examinations.

Option 2.-,All units are self-corfecting for the student. At the
top of each worksheet' (which the student can choose fo
aimplete,or not) a space is'proVided for the learner ,to note the
number of items completed. ''ompleted'i means the item_ was
attempted, and the response was checked against the correct
answer. If the response is incorrect, the student is directed to fill
in the correct answer.

A form is available for the learner to record the number of
perfarmance objectives helshe completed for the total number
of Units in which insti-uction. was received. 'Grades can be
assigned, if needed, on the basis of the number of performance
objectives, completed. This system of grading, known as the
continuous performance ,evaluation, is based on the principle
that one should not be labeled a 'failure" if the real problem is
that one cannot learn as rapidly as another learner. The teacher
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Why Does the PSR Program Work? .35

can allow the student as much time as required to recycle
her/his work uqtil she/he is satisfied with the amount that has
been completed:

Option 3. The teacher can contract with studentS for better
grades individually or as a group. The criterion is set for each
grade, e.g., 16 performance objectives plus 3 extended activities
per unit earn the grade of A. Students state prior to the
beginning of instruction which grade they will contract for, and
they should be held to the agreement.

Option 4. A system of instruction to assess sludents on the
lasis of whether or not each has achieved competency is more
Nlifficult to establish. The 'PSR materials have been designed to
make this system 'a semi-reality for the classiloom teacher by,
providing an assessment task for each performance objective. A
criterion (i.e., the number of correct responses one must
achieve to be considered competent) has been established for
each assessment task. In the event a student does not achieve
competency, shelhe wota be allowed to do additional work in
that performance objective learning area and recycle.

The basic principle behind this approach is that each learner
can achieve a prescribed level of competency, although it may
take one longer than another. This system obviates a student
being labeled a "failure" because his/her learning rate is
different from that of another. One either achieves competficy
or'one does not. One may interpret one's behavior as "failing,"
but the 'decision has been one's own and one must live with it.
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Table 1

Suggested Verbs for Writing Performance Objectives
- and Assessment Measure?

Knowledge

it

define, recognize, 'describe, select, recall,
identify, name, list, state, match, point out

Comprehension translate, interpret, relate, categorize,
classify, infer, generalize, predict, explain,
outline, paraphrase, restate

. -
Application\ apply, solve, relate, prove, test, diagnose,

,

develop, compare, select, plan, design,
explain, defend, choose, justify, predict,
determine, Construct .

Analysis distinguish, identify,4cletect, relate, conclude,
determine, diagram, infer,a nalyze, compare,
describetinterpretAcritique, explain
design, produce, conduct, combine, recreate,
construct reconstruct, assemble, compose,
describe, organize, formulate, invent. .

Synthesis

Evaluation judge, evaluate, determine, appraise, decide,
compare, weigh, examine, calculate, critique

`Adapted from a- chart prepared by the Field Services Division;
Department of Pupil and Program Appraisal, Montgomery
County Public Schools (Maryland), September 1973.

C
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CHAPTER 3 A

. THE RESEARCH RESpLTS
OF,THE PSR PROGRAM,

V

INTRODUCTION -1

The dice/Student Relations Program is a delinquency
prevent,n program designed to be administered by the public
school's. Its rationale is that by teaching junior high- school
students technical information about law er4orceMent, student
attitudes toward law enforcement officers will improve. Early
evaluation indicated that the prOgrain of instruction,. the, PSR
curriculum, did indeed change attitudes positively. The question
remained as tb whether the PSR curriculum subsequently
changed the street behavior of students as well. If .behavior
change followed attitude change, then PSR could be considered
a primfary delinquency prevention. program...One condition of
t1ie, grant for the first year of the, project (1974-75).was that
court data on the experimental and control groups, (Julius West
Junior High and B,roome Junior High School) examined to
determine if the program tad made an impact reducing the
number of teenagers processed through 'the jii vile court. At
the end of the first year when the data were collected and
analyzed, the results were practically meaningless. There were
too few cases for a valid study, and the accuracy of the court

,..data was question d. i., ' , t,
During the ,second.year of the project 09757761, a second

research study was designed. Its objective was to conduct an
examination of arrest data of the experimental and control
groups to/ determine whether or not exposure to the PSR
curriculum in seventh grade, could have an impact on. the
number of, offenses committed during the eighth grade year.
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.

,RESULTS OF ATTITUDE STUDY

A major goal of the PSR prOgram is to change the attitudeof
adolescents toward law enfoicement officers and subsequently
to influence the behavior pf these young people. A noted
sociologist has stated, "Lack oritspect for the police presumably
leads to lack of respect for the Jaw,. . : [the student] is free to

wviolate the law if it appears that it would be to his advantage to
do so."1

The first step, in evaluating the PSR program in relation to
this major goal was to determine if attitudes of youth-toward
police and the law could in fact be positively changed by their
exposure to the PSR curriculum. The attitude study was de-

.signed to answer the folloWing questions:

1. Does exposure to the PSR curriculum change the attitude
of adolescents toward the police, the law, and the courts?

.2. Do boys react differently from girls?
3. Does the length of time during which students have been

exposed to, the curriculum influence the results?
,

Additionally; extensive work was done on the test instruments
in order to 'evaluate and refine them for use in future studies..

The results of the attitude study showed that-
1. The PSR curriculum caused a statistically significant posi-

tive attitude change in seventh graders toward police
officers.

2. T ere were no significant differenCes between c
titudes. of gills and boys.
ime exposure to the curriculum was not a fa tor

changing attitudes.

ange of

4. There was an emergence of a refined and valid instr men(
for further research of student attitudes toward p

, '4,The neatt step in the evaluation of the impact ipt'..tn rJK
instructional program on juveiiilis was to deterrnine the t
positive attitude change evoked a 'decrease in the er 'of
offenses committed by these same young people it The
assistance of a statistician, the staff designed a rese rch study
based on "arrest data to determine the impact of the PSR
program on juvenile delinquency. The questions to be answered
by this study were as follows:
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.

1/ Would there be a significant decrease between the offe e
rate among juveniles who received instruction in the P
curriculum and a cOmparablegrouplif students who did
not receive PSR instruction? ( -

I '4
2. Would there be,a significant decrease in the offense rate

between those students yttito received instruction in 'the
PSR/curriculum and had 'committed an .offense(s) before
exposure to PSR and a comparable group of students' who
did not vieive the PSR instruction but had also committed
Offenses before the time'the PSR program was delivered?

3. Woulcrthere 'be a significant decrease in the offense rate
between students who received instruction in PSR and had
never committed an offense prior to receiving instruction
and a comparable group of students who did not receive.

SR instruction and had not committed an offense prior to
t11ie time the program was adminiStered?

The results of this study are discussed in a subsequent section
of this chapter.

BACKGROUNDt

On January 29, 1976, ther*Montgnmery County Public
Schools (MCPS) CouACil on Instruction approved 'piloting of
three units of the PSR law enforcement curriculum materials.
In keeping with .MCPS policy, the council stipulated that the
n w curriculum could bePiloted in a maximum of ten junior

gh schools. Social studies resource teachers in the thirty-two
nior high sctidoW were notified and directed to send their

requestsq.uests to be considefred'as pilot schools to the Department of
CUrriculuni ,and InstrUction. The first ten to apply were
selected, and the sample population was chosen from these ten
schools. Four of the original; ten schools were not acceptable f&
the -sample population in the research program for these
reasons:

1. The PSR instruction was not taught during the jtime
Period specified for the study (i.e., it was taught too early
in the semester).
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+4,

2. 'The PSR instruction was administered to a special class.
. -3. The PSR instruction was only partially used.

4. Eighth.: grade students were included in the instructional
programs.

" The six schools, used for the experimental group%were:
Argyle, Edwin W. Brpome, Benjamin,,,Banneker, John T. Baker,
Redland, and North Bethesda junior high schools. A total of
1,081 students who received the program in 1976 as seventh
graders were identified as }he treatment or experimental group.
A control group of 'a,034 seventh giade students in the 1975-76
sc 'hool year was systematically, selected from the following
schools: Francis Scott Key, Gaithersburg, Julius West, New-
port,Bligo, and Tilden jiinior high schools. The number of stu-
dents from each school and the paired relationships of the-con-
trol and experimental schools are presented-in Table 1.

Table 1

EXPERIMENTAL/CONTROL SCHOOLS/MCPS JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOLS-1976

Experimental School No. Control School, No.

Banneker 301° t- Key 239
Baker 249 Gaithersburg 258
North. Bethesda 201 Tilden 235
Redland 267 Newport 247
Argyle 54 Sligo 46
Broome 9 West 9

4

The control schools were matched to the experimental
schools with a consideration Of the following criteria:

1. The school had not administered the PSR curriculum.
2. -The geographic location or proximity of the matched pairs

of schools helped to insure equality of socioeconomic

3 9.
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levels, population densities, achievement levels and
scholastic abilities-of students', and student accessibility to
potentially crime-seductive areas shopping centers,

-parks; and recreation centers).
a

When- a control school seventh grade included an excessive
number of students, the table of random numbers was used to
select an appropriate number of students for the study.

It was not practical or feasible to randomly 'sampleschools for
this study; however, even with this limitation it is unlikely that
there is an appreciable difference between the experimental
schools and other Montgomery County schools in terms of
certain crucial variablessocioeconomic level, scholastic ability
and achievement levels of students, sex, and _geographic
representation.

TREATIANT-

The PSR' curricultlim was taught by thirteen teachers in the
sbi experimental schools from May 1 to June 17,1976. Classes
were distributed throughout the school day. In each schpol the
social studies resource teacher chose the 'length of time the
curriculum was to be administered. The time groups are
presented in Table 2.

A

e
Table 2

IINGTH OF TIME PSR PROGRAM ADMINISTERED IN
EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOLSMAY 1 TO JUNE 17, 1976 ,

.
Time School ,

Short (2 'weeks)

Intermediate (4-5 weeks)

Long (7-9 weeks)

Red land'
North Bethesda _
Baker -
Banneker
Argyle
Broome
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The Previous .evaluation of PSR (Attitude Study, 1975 -76)
had indicated that the time of expOsure to the curtic (from
tWo to nine weeks) did not influence student atti change
(i.e., the attitude of seventh graders toward pc) proved
significantly due to the PSR curriculum regardless: the length
of time each class -was exposed to the prograth). The next
research was designed to see if there was a concomitant
behavior change during the eighth grade school year among
those students who experienced a positive ottitudethange as a
result of the PSR curriculum in seventh grade. Two 'types ol
datia were analyzed:

.
1. Students who had co_mmt ed offenses prior to the expo-

sure to the trea ent (i.e., offense committed prior to
the date in May 976 truction was begun)

2. Students w ommitted offenses prior to
treatment (i.e. antbffense committed after June 17,1976,
and up to Ju e 30, 1977)

Any offense committed by members of either group during the'
weeks the curriculum was being taught (May 1 to June 17;
1976) was not included in the study.

The post-data collection was completed one year after the
treatment was administered. Since.eighth grade is the first peak
in delin9utney, the research was designed to study the impact
of the seventh grade PSR program on offense rates during the
eighth grade year.rPermission was received from the Mont-
gomery County' Department of Police to examine the arrest
reports on file at .the Juvenile Section in the Wheaton-Glenmont
.Police Station. The evaluator examined the files for reports
involving any students in the experimental or control groups.
After the data were retrieved from the files, ell names were
eliminated to insure confidentiality.

RESEARCH Ne51GN

A widely use si-experimental research design was chosen'
for the studythe nonequivalent control group design which
requires an experimental and control group with both pre- and
post-data Although the groups did not have pre-experimental
sampling'eq ivalence,- they were matched systematically, Their
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similarity was confirmed by the delinquent offense rate of sich
group prior to the time of treatment (Table 3). The analyses
were completed with the use of the Z test between independent
proportions.

RESEARCH RESULTS3

bPredicted" Outcome #1: There will be a significant decrease.in the pest-
°offense rate for those students exposed to the PSR curriculum when compared

to the students in the control group.
The post-offense rate of the students exposed to the PSR

curriculum decreased significantly (p<.01), when compared to.
the increased post-offense rate of the control gro p (Table 3).

Table 3

POST-OFFENSE RATE: EXPERIMENTAL- AND
CONTROL GROUPS

Group
Pre-Curriculum

Offense Rate
Post-Curriculum

Offense Rate
Propor-

tion

Experimental
Control

28

29
21

56
1

.0194'

.0541

Z = 3.06 p:jc,01

Predicted, Outcome tit: There will be a significant decreasi. in the
number of post-6 !fenders in, the experimental group who had committed an
offense prior to instruction in the PSR curriculum when compared to the
control group.

The number of Iltuctents who committed an offene after
receiving instruction in the seventh grade PSR program and
who had committed an offense prior to instruction decreased
significantly (p<.025) when compared to students in the
control group (Table 4).

rati
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Table,( . 4 ,

POST-OFFENDER RATE/PRIOR-OFFENDER RATE:
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Group,
Pre-Curriculum
Offender Rate

Post-Curriculum
Offender Rate

Propor-
tion

Experimental
Control

22

28

. 2

(0
.9091

.6429

Z = 2.189 p<.025

Plredicted Outcome #3: There will be a significant decrease in the
number of students who committed offenses after receiving instruction in the
PSR curriculum and who had never committed an offense prior to
instruction when compared to the control group.

The Z test for significant difference did not produce a
statistically significant result for this portion of the study.
There was,. however, a decrease in the number of students..
committing an offense for the first time for those who had
'received instruction compared to those in the control gioup
(Table 5). ti

Table 5

POST - OFFENDER RATEINO PRIOR OFFENSE:
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

Group
Pre - Offender

Rate
Post-Offender

Rate
Propor-

tion

Experimental
Control

0

0 -

15

21

.0142

.0209

Z = 1.175 p <.05

-43
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DISCUSSION
"ele

The clit'a analysis showed that the PSR curriculum significantly
decreased the offense rate of the experimental group. This means that the
PSR program can be considerd a primary prevention program.
The implication is that behavior change does indeed follow
attitude change.

The second and third questions for the research study were
designedto determine which types of juveniles were affected by
the program. The_two types of students studied were:

Those who had already +lad experience with the juvenile
J justice system prior to treatment
2. Those who had not had contact with the juvenile justice

system prior to treatment but did commit an offense
during their eighth grade year in school.

The results, which are critical, showed that the -ov I
offense rate was affected but there was 'not a statistically
significant difference between the rate of number of offenders in
the experiniental and control groups of those students who had
not had any experience with the juvenile justice system before
exposure to the PSR instruction. The results indicated then that
the students whose behavior was significantly changed to the
point that the offender rate was reduced were among those
students who had had a prec\ious -brush- with the juvenile justice system
prior to instruction. The project staff predictedinCuitively that the
program would probably not be effective in reaching students
who had already begun a pattern of offenses but would impact
on those who might be on the verge.of committing an offense.
The results showed that the program impact was the reverse of
what was predictedwith serious implications for educational
programming.

Irk deciding to provide all seventh graders with six weeks of
the law enforcement curricultrm, MCPS was anticipating that a
prevention program which reached seventh graders would be
effective in reducing the eighth grade peak in the delinquency
offense rate.. On the basis of the study results, the real effec-
tiveness of the program would appear to be its availability to
those students who have had one or more brushes with the
juvenile justice system. Since for each year of junior high school
a different subset of students finds itself in that category, this

4
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means that the instructional program should be offered for two
-j weeks in each of the junior high school years instead of for six

weeks in the seventh grade (Table 6).

Table 6
Proposed Ecational Programming/Delinquency Patterns

Delinq ensy
P k I

I Delinquency
Peak II

NR Two weeks NR Two weeks

Sqbset I %Subset II. Subset III

Delinquency
Peak III

PSR Two weeks

:rade 7 Grade N Grade 9

RECOMMENDED RESEARCH
.

The purpose of the study was to determine theihimpact of
a school-administered program on delinquency rates. This
particular study answered broad, general questions as to
program impact; at tire same time, it raised many more
questions as to the exact nature of the changes which occurred.
SOrne of These questions are considered here and are recom-
mended foe. additional research.

Why does the PSR instructional program change the attitudes-of students
toward law enforcement officers? What are the dynamics of that change? Does
the program change the attitudes of police officers toward juveniles? How
and why?

If the criteria for changing attitudes through the use of as
instructional program were understood, then other programs
applied to other problem- areas faced by the_ crimihal and

r
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juvenile justice systems could be approached using he same
principles. For example, grOups of professionals ho work
within the justice system 4nd who do not work togethar
efficiently or cooperatively might benefit from, tea ping pro-
grams Which provide each group with information, about the
others:

.

On what types of jupenile offender's does the PSR program impact and why?

The results now indicate that such a program Chan es the
behavior of those students who have already had Some contact
with the juvenile justice system. Further atialysis/ is needed to
determine whether all students who have beera.in contact with
the juvenile justice system are changed, or on y those with
simple offenses, and/or a minimal number of off nSes. Or, does

el

the program reach those who have set out on a pattern of
delinquency 'and who, through some new understanding or
appreciation of the system, have decided to meet their needs in
some other way? If the latter case is true, then the PSR program
should!be implemented in juvenile detention centers immediately.

.

_Does the PSR. program have any impact on those students who receive
instruction but have as yet ',had no involvement with the juvenile justice.
system?

There may be a time factor involved, that is, the impact of the
program may occur only two or three years later or when the ,

juvenile becomes an adult. Or, because of the program the
studeet may commit only minor offenses, or there may,not be
as many students who after committing one offense go on to.
commit many more (i.e., the program may not reduce the
number of first offenders, but it may preveht such individuals

*from becoming multiple offenders).
r

Is the program effective in other areas of Montgomery County and in other,
jurisdictions with vastly different population -characteristics?

The research should be replicated with design improvements.
The sample selection should be constructed to determine
whether or not
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1. The results apply to Montgomery County generally.
2. Montgomery County represents a unique event in terms

of program impact, or tite same results are achievable in
urban/inner city and /or rural areas.

kurther, the study could be improVed by randomly selecting
classes, as opposed to randomly selecting schools.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The research results reported apply to those schools within
Montgomery County which participated in the study. They are
not generalizable to Montgomery, County, nor can these results
be said to apply to other jurisdictions. A broad-based study with
a different sample would be necessary in order to make suck
critical generalizations,



CHAPTER 4
HOW-TO START A PSR PROGRAM
IN YOUR JURISDICTION s

This chapter offers the benefit of the experience of "the
designers and implementers of the original program in Mont-
gomery County, Maryland. The experience in Montgomery
County is not necessarily a typical one, but, taken with the
duplication of the program in other Maryland counties, the

4, warnings and suggestions made here may be applicable to
almost any jurisdiction in the country.

SUGGESTIONS AND WARNINGS

FOR SCHOOL EMPLOYEES

If you work within a school system and are considering trying
the PSR program, certain factors should be taken into account.
First, this program is one of delinquency prevention through
curriculum. With this dual label it often turns out that neither
the curriculum dgpartment nor the pupil personnel workers
(guidance department) view the project as belonging in their
bailiwick. Your first task, then, is to convince the curriculum
personnel that the instructional materials belong in their
domain. Au may wish to gather support from pupil personnel
workers, co\inselors, or guidance persorMehbefore approaching
the curriculum department. These two departmentre keys to
the success of the project.

The size of the school system may determine your approach.
If the system is relatively small, it may be appropriate to start

4
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with the superintendent of schools. At spme point in time you
will have to appear before the board of education with your
ideas. In the Montgomery County Pubtic Schbols, a Council on
Instruction is required tgoleview and appr.ove any new
curriculum before it is inserted into the official school program.
The council is composed of representatives from all levels of the
school system including students.

Whenever you present the program to a group of persoh's
whose support you would like to elicit, an order of presentation

, is recommended. Since the most difficult task is de'fining the
program to the audience, this can be done very quic4sly if you
begin by showing a slide/tape of a highly technical nature such
as Felony Stops or Narcotics Investigator. Such a showing es'tablishes
immediately that you,wish to teach law enforcement not police
human relations or public relations issues. Some persons may
ask: "Why Are you teaching that to junior high school students?"
Please read chapter 2 and be superprepared to answer that
question. You will also need to describe both the attitude
change and the offens.e rate change which occur as a result of
receiving instruction in law enforcement as ouilined.by the
program guise (both of which are discussed in chapter 3).

A second warningin every group of people who hear about
the program for the first, lime there is always someone who,
says, "But aren't you making better criminals?" Theoliswer to
that charge is a resounding NO for these reasons: T,tie usual
reaction by students is "Wow! I didn't know the police, could do
that!". Furthermore, it should be noted 'that most students are
oriented to mentally healthy behavior rather than to deviant
behavior. Therefore, most respond with respect . for the
professionalism of the law enforcement officer. The few
students who may be heading for delinquency may either be
deteffe (see research results in chapter. 3), or may commit the
same acts anyway. Television and films offer far more ideas on
how to commit a crime ,and get away withit than the PSR
program ever imagined. Information on committing a crime and
getting away with it is not included in the program. On the
contrary, in an arson investigation, for example, students are
taught. how to search for and cohsider evidence to determine
whether or not arson has beencommitted as opposed to a
natural fire; they are not taught how to build an incendiary
device.

4 9
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A last strong argument for this program of instruction is
tgat the subject area and exciting presentaticrn techniques tend
to regenerate student interest in school. This is particularly
applicable to the average studentaverage in motivation, not in
,ability levels. For that reason many teachers in MO'ntgomery
County choose to teach law enforcement the last few weeks of
school as a means of maintaining attendance and Orticipation.
It should also be noted that the PSR course frequently moti-
vates .students who have experienced considerable academic
failure. Many of the skills requirechare those from which these
students can benefit greatly. Radio communications, for
Aample, reinforces listening skills.

The cost of the program will always be an issue within the
school system. Several approaches are possible here.The initial
cost of a packet of materials is minimal. Once the purchase has
been made, you can continue by producing your own materials
with the local police department. An alternative is to solicit,
funds from local organizations concerned with crime preven-
tion.such as the Kiwanis Club, or the League of Women Voters.
As a last resort you may wish to appeal to the police_
department,4overnment agency, or citizens' groups. In such
appeals- your' fr:vit concern should be a -clear explanation of the
prograirn conceit. Once citizens understand the concept and the
progrIm results, support is immediate. Most people today are
well aware of the kinds of delinquency problems prevalent in
their communities.

.When you approach the police department for support to the
local schools, it is important to be clear about certain points.

1. This delinquency prevention prOgram is far more effective
and economically feasible for them than almost any other.
Many programs require many man-hours from the police
department. Time requirements of PSR are minimal since
the burden of instruction is borne by the, teachers.

2. Some police departments may shy away with the response
"We cannot give away our secrets." This attitude is a
difficult and almost insurmountable obstacle. Again, it is
recommended that you show materials immediately;
secondly, have them read the research results; then try to
convince them that the program is, most flatteriqg to the
police officer. Invariably when an officer finishes working
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with a group of adolescents under the instructional cir-
cumstances of the program, he/she is far more comfort-
able in dealing with the same students on the street.

FOR POLICE EMPLOYEES

The key person for Police employees' to contacts the chief of
police, since the cooperation of this official is ssential to the
success of the PSR program. n Montgomer County police
officers were first notified of t prograili by memorandum
from- headquarters which gave descriptivo ackground in-
formation.

When°police personnePare initiating tl e actio , it it important
to stress the fact that the main responsibility fOr instruction is
the school's. Consequently, contact should also be made with
the chairpersons of the curriculum department and/or social
studies department to explain the goals and purposes of_ttie
program. School officials should be informed that sample
instructional materials and course outlines are rdadily available.
A commitment of ,upport froin the chief of police assures them
tf police involvement and cooperation.

st:11

COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND RESOURCES

Whether the deParttrient bf police or the 0 school system
wishes to implement the PSR delinquency45r-eventionprogram,
community support is criticaL

A few suggestions may be helpful to keep in mind.

1. Be certain to contact all police departments within your
areas. If You are located in a city, there may also be state
police who are available for visits to classes. If you are
located in a small town where you may draw heavily upon
the state police, remember that there may be a small
sheriff's office within the town.

5.
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2. Be certain to obtain an organizational chart o the police
department with which you are working. This cgart will
tell you of the various specialty departments and divisions
you can draw ppon. For example, almost every police
department has a patrol division, a criminal investigation
division, a juvenile division, and a,training

3. Contact the training division of your local orst'e'police
department for both field trips to the training facility and
to borrow any audiovisual materials' they may have on
hand.

4. Other agencies within the criminal justice system should
be contacted for some interactiontwith students. Be careful
not to spend too much time on the abstractions of the legal
system. You run the risk oflosing, the interest of the
average students, even though you may receive accolades
from the achieving students.

A list of aces follows which the teacher or police officer
may call upon to support the instructional program in la*
enforcement.

-`

Parent Teachers Associatibn
League of Women Voters

,Kiwanis Club
Local citizen groups
Social service agencies
State's Attorney's Office
Public Defender's Office
Defense Attorneys
Correction facilities for adults
Detention facilities for juveniles
Juvenile Court
Adult Courts
Private Detectives
Security Guardslocal commercial establishments
Arson Investigation Unit: Fire Department
Coroner's Office or Medical Examiner

5°

I
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Crime LaboratoriesChemists
Federal Law Enforcement Agencies: Federal. Bureau Of

Investigation, Internal Revenue Service, Post Office De-
partment, National Park Service, U.S. Forest. Department,
Department of Immigration and Naturalization, Alcohol,
Tobaeco and Firearms

Other specialty areas:
police organizations within the departmentUnions er
Fraternal Order of Police Officers
Female 'Police Officers
SketCh Artist
Canine Officers ,

Polygraph Operator
Victims of crimes

Ask the public anckchool libraries to sk'aside a collection of
books on the subject of law enforee'ment and to display them
prominently. These books will then be easily identifiable by
your students and will show the community and other teach-
ers what is going on in your classroom that is innovative.

5
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-CHAPTER 5
WHAT KINDS OF PROBLEMS
SHOULD THE TEACHER
ANTICIPATE IN TEACHING
THE PSR PROGRAM?

1

The .folloWing are some of the questions that teachers ask
concerning the PSR program.

1. What if the students act up, expressing negative comments about police or
asking embarassing questions?

Let the interaction take place. The police 'officer his had
training in working with citizens and has experienced this type
of reaction while on duty. The officer, can be expected to deal
with the issues raised by, students.

2. How do 1 make sure the offrcei- will discuss things which lire interesting to
studentsor will stay on the subject?

You cannot totally control what the police officer will do, but
you can make very clearthe questions and subjects which are to
be discussed. You might prOvide the officer ahead of time with a

54
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..A. .
k.

slist of The students would like to have Answered.
Qther suggeUtions are,'

.

.a. o appoint one or ,two students as informationi
c rdinatOrs on the4ay the officer comes to class giving
them the task of keeping the scussion on the subject,,

, making Sure the.basiC question covered, or ./'''t b. :To develop basic questions wit he class as a whole,
assigning one question to each of several students, making
it a particular 'student's responsibility to be sure that
"his/her" question is' asked., 1

. ,

In the case of an officer who is invited to class to 'demonstrate a; : technique for a special piece of equipment, such as the
.. pctlygraph, it would be helpful if you provided the officer with

41 some idea of the students already know (e.g.,_yocabblary,
the, situations hen the technique-or equipment is used, eke.)
and with a list of points and questions you want the Officer to
cover. If the pblygraph isito be, demonstrated, for'example, you
might want the officer to checuss,the physical limitations on itsuse; to ceImpare. 'and contrast its us.e with, that of the
Psychological Stress Evaluator, or to explain the role of the

-.polygraph expert in testifyirSgiin court. .

3: ffow often will I lied to hape a police dfficer Ormyclassroom as a resource?

Probably about once for each unit.'In Montgomery County, the:
DeRartment of Police is prepared to respond to requests and to
arrange for officer's to 'visit classtoom. The background
information provided in the individual teacher's- guides'AqUite
comploe. These gUides anticipate and answer frequently asked

tiestions (e.g., in the activity about the juvenile justice system,
ations from sections Of the Marylabd statc.laws relevant to

juveniles are provided)..

a , .

'4.* Lawenfortement is not my field.' What if the students ask questions w '`
'I can't answer a d for which I can't identify a reference to research the-top .

,
Teachers and udents can bbild

-
'a "Questions List" or

"Questions Bulletin Board" art at ',some agreed upon time
v
' ,, I i .
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consolidate andfforward such questions to .t1-1e community
relatioos 'office or ask the officers who visit the class as
resources to answer them. f.

5. Some students have had experiences with other programs which have
something of a moral purpose'such as the drugtducation program). How do I
deal with student suspicions that the PSR course is "brainivashie"?

First pf 411; please do not, yourself, add an "Officer Friendly" or a
"You'd- better - behave -or - else" dimension to t e materials. An
efforth4s been made. to' make the materials 'nformative and
descriptive rfilher than moralistic. Please tryt that tone
through in the classroom. Secondly, as quickly' lssible, have
-students rise the materials, do the activities, and invite officers to
classThe students' actual experiences will do more to dispel
theft suspicions than afthing else,

6. I've set' aside two weeks for' two PSR units this semester. After looking at
the materials I find there are, many more activities and materials than we can
possibly use in that time. What should I do?

Yri planning the work with PSR activities, you may want
a. choose those,which aim at skills in which your students

are in need of.pra'ctiee.
b. Select the activities jrou consider .most -suitable, list them

-on a ditto; and have the students rank-order them from
xthose they woulciinost like to do Co those they would least
like to Ito.

c. Identify those activities which haye been clesigited fo Use
, as. a learning center (i.e.; f6r individuals or small, outts

without constant teacher!', supervision and fu I cla4
patticipatism), 'and have- them available for different
groups to chooses from. Time could be provided for
independent or group work with these activities.

I
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APPENDIX

SAMPLES AND EXCERPTS FROM
PSR INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

The items in this appendix are sarktles andlor excerpts from
three types of instructional materials prepared by the PSR
project staff:

a

1. Curriculum Outlines. These 'outlines have been prepared for
each topic andlOr day of instruction; they include
objectives, content outline, a brief description of the
learning strategy, the resources, and an indication of the
type of assessment task to accompany each objective.
Guide sheets facilitate the planning of instruction-7

2. Individual Teacher's Guides. A comprehensive teacher's guide
has been prepared. In addition, for each objective a
separate teacher's guide is available which gives explicit,
detailed instructions on how to conduct -each learning
activityand provides Answers to all discussion questions.

3. Student Activity Sheets: All student Materials have been
prepared,' from worksheets to assessment tasks.!

Specifically included are the following materials:
Curriculum Outlines

Criminal Investii tion: Physical Evidence
Day 5: Fingerprints.

(with Guide Sheet and-fingerprint form)
Criminal Investigation: Specific Crimes

Day 1: Arson Investigation
Day 2: Homicide Investigation
Day 3: Truck Hijacking
Day 4: Narcotics Investigation
Day 5:.RobberylBurglary/Larceny

(with student activity sheets And report form)
/-7
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Individual Teacher's GUIdes, ,

Fire Investigator
Line-Up

.
(with4-ine-Up Procedure Card and student activity sheet),. The LEA Code for Persons 18 or Under
(wit h... transparency and student activitsheet)

SamplV materials are included herein for two reasons: a) as
a guide for those wishing to prepare their Own in4tructkonal
materials and b) to illustrate the level of technicality of the
instruction: Since the instruction should be at a

`the
technical

level, this latter point is critical to the success of the Program.
Many law enforcement personnel have reviewed the materials
developed by,PSR and have declared that the instruction would
be appropriate for their police academies. Many hogrs of
research, consultations with police experts, and review by police
pefsonnel have; resulted in the high qu ity of the PSR products
and haveontributed to the succes; of eprogram in changing
student attitudes and behaviors. ',

In order to hasten the impleme tion of a similar intruc
norm' program in your jurisdiction,`` ou may wish tb purchase
the PSR Materials: Contact. the IGearfiec Educational Corpora-
tion, Post office. Box #57, KefisingtOh, Matyland 20795, for a

e brochure describing the .prod s and a price list. The original
. PSR *ducts have been de Available in twd student
Workbooks and one teach rs manual at teatonable prices.
Individual audiovisual produ is may be purchased as desired or
as the budget allows. The av 'lability of these low-cost
workbooks and the teacher's will hell; yOU to implement
%our program rapidly an effectively, without requiring
additional time to prepare aaequatekstructional:materials.
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Unit 2: Criminal, Investigation: Physical Evicttnce
,. . .

. Day 5: Fingerprints -
SUGGESTED

PERFORMANCE
'OBJECTIVES

S GGESTED.
ONTENT

OUTLINE

SUGGESTED
LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED
RESOURCES

ASSESSMENT
CRITERION

.

.

I. Students will be
able to identify
three major
types of finger-
prints.

\.

'
.

Three major types
of fingerprints:

loops
whorls
arches

gdfntifyingFingrrprinlo
Students will re-
cord other ,tu-
dents' fingerprints
and classify accord-
ing to chaft.

Urn lifying 1.41
FIngerprinis
Studer& will .
classify specific .

prints oh finger-
. print cards.

Chart: Bank
Types. of Figgrr
pros

Fingerprint
Cards,

as

,

(Tests that '
accompany
curriculum)

.

,.
.

2. Students will be
able to define
terms which
describe details
of fingerprints.

.

'`"
Details of finger-
prints:

ridges
bifurcation
delta
core

I.

Dartylosropy
Students Will com-
plete worksheet on
fingerprint terms.

,

1

'
.

3. Students will be
abli to admin-
ister or fake ,,,.

fingerprints on
MCPD form.

, I'
.

.

Place correct
fingers in appro-

,, prime ink sub-
stance

a. Roll accurately
on appropriate

'space on the
forin

b. Fingers in.
thumbs out

.

Rtronfing Fingovints
with Ink
Students will re-
cord inked (finger-
prints.

,

.

Eilgsloop,, al
Hine to Record '
Inked Fingrkprinto

f
...

.

,

.,
.

.

4. Culminating Ac-
tivity: Finger-
printing.

,
Lift latent prints.
Identify suspect
through class
fingerprint file

,

Students will set up
a file of finger-
prints, wash sur-
faces, plant prints,
lift latent prints.
itle0y suspect
through finger-
print file.

File bf finger- ,
prints of mem-
bers of class .

,

CD



GUIDE SHEET

MATOIALS NEEDED .

1. Chart of "Standard Types of Fingerprints"
2..psgerprint Identification Cards from :the Montgomery
ounty.Police, Rockville, Mary JAW, Bureau of Identifica-

tion
3, Ink Pads ;

DIRECTIONS

1. Divide class into groups of three or four studentsReach.
2. 'Pass out fingerprint identification cards..
3. Review process of fingerprinting as demonstrated in the

filmloop.

4. Have members of each group take fingerprints of each
other.

5. After all cards have been fingerprinted and all students
have cleaned off their hands, have individual students
identify their own types of fingerprints using the chart as
a reference.

6. Direct students to select the three clearest prints on their
own cards (placing a check mark under the prints.selected).

7. Display the chart in a prominent place. Have students
match their prints with the &art and write 'the type of
fingerprints on a separate piece of paper.

8. Have students within eagin group exchange cards and
.identifteach other's fingerprints.

9. Direct students in each group to compare their different
identifications for each print: ,

a. Dow everyone *see op the types of fingerprints?
b. What prints give difficulty?
c. What are some confus' g characteristics?

10. Display student fingerprint 'cards.;

V



MONTGOMERY COUNTY POLICE, ROCKVILLE, MARYLAN
Bureau of Identification

2:11E CLASS

ALIAS

NO. COLOR SEX

RIGHT HAND

REF

I. THUMR0,1 3, I orx FINGER 3 unpol.r. RINGER 4. RING i4ING "'-.1 ..

t

.

.

.5. Iy
. )

a .
.
.

.. ..

LEFT HAND
T INAVN PINCER r. olormi 1,4"4

PIN1,10a Ow IDIVCil. ItNGenINTI 1:11a IIMI.E111e0

9. RING FINOVR,

1.11 Faun II sibal,lyaw[0.1. 1.[T Twum
..t

11041 rolvm 10.1. /pu I.O AAAA %Wu AAAAA Ouel,
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e Unit 3: Criminal Investigation: Specific Crimes
Day 1: Arson Investigation

1
SUGGESTED
RFORMANCE
BIECT1VES

SUGGESTED -
CONTENT
OUTLINE

SUGGESTED
.LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

>

SUGGESTED
RESOURCES

ASSESSMENT
CRITERION\

. tudenilistswill be
Me to analyze

fire scenes for
evidence of
arson

. -
.

4

Direction of fire
spread ,

Location of flames
Odors
Exterior openings

And damage .

Unusual fire
patterns

Presence of inflam-
moist's. incen-
diary devices.
other suspicious
ignition articles

Students will
examine slides for
evidence of arson.

Students will
examine data and
determine why or
why notation.

i
,...--

FlSlides:
MahalMarshal

Newspaper
article! Ohronla
Daily. "Fred
Plant Dam-Dam -
aged by Fire"

ci

Warehouse
Fire

.

.(Tests that
accompany
curriculum)

.

.
.

.
2. Students will be

able to judge
combustible on
the basis of color
of smoke and
flame.

Magnesium
Petroleum
Butane,
Wood/Paper

agli

Students will check
answers against
those concealed on
wall chart.

'
(To be added)

WalitChart:
Burkr's Pnxr-
darn for Anon
Investigaor
(National Fire

. Protection
Association)

3. Students will be
able to list moti-

Lvations for
lirson.

q.evenge
Juvenile
Destruction.of

documents
Insurance

Students will brain-.
storm motives.
then check resutts .,
against those listed
on chart.

Students will
examine fire inves-
tigator's notes and
assign motive.

Burkr's Pro o- 9.
duos for Arson
Investigation
(NFPA)

` ... s

,

IS



Day 2: Homicide Investigation

SUGGESTED
PERFORMANCE

. - OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
, CbNTENT

OUTLINE

4/1

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED
RESOURCES

ASSESSMENT
CRITERION

I. Students will be.
able to outline
procedures to
identify vIctim,
motive, and sus-
pest in ii

, homicide.

. .

1

.

Procedures to !den-
tify DeCeased
A. Clothing and

other articles
1. Traced by

purchase
2. Jewelry
3. Personal pqs-

sessions
B. Whole body

1. Physical
description

2. Fingerprints
3. Photos
4,,Age
5. Teeth

.

Students will pro-'
teed through clue
cards for a homi-.
tide to outline
means to identify
victim, motive,'and
suspect.

V

..

Clue Cards
,

(Tests that
accompany
curriculum)

.

' 1

-

-

2. Studentsovill be
able to analyze
data to deter-
mine time of vic-
tim's death.

.

A. Physiological
Indicators
-1. Temperature
2. Lividity
3. Rigor mortis
4. Putrefaction

B. Life Style of
Victim
1. Clothing
2. Routine
3. Companiobs

Students will list
questions that
would guide an
investigator in de-
termining the time
of death.

.

.

Transparen-
cies: Tim, of ,

Draft
L Life Styles
2. Time of

Death.
Physiologi-
cal Signs

,--
.,

1

3. Students will se-
lect procedures
officer would
follow in event
of natural death,
suicide, or
homicide

Consideration of
Possible Homicide /

'5 Preserve scene of-
crime
Photograph,
sketch scene
Search scene
Collect evidence
Examine body
Check,victim's
medical history

Students will view
filmstrip and di -
cuss decision m /de
as choice: are
given. Students will
prepare defense or..
prosecutiOn based
on evidence.

Filmstrip tape:
Homicide, Smicifit
or Natural Dexihl

Article: Star
Nrus

'

.1
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. ,
, Day 3: Truck Hijacking .

SUGGESTED
. PERFORMANCE

OBIICTIVES

SUGGESTED
CONTENT
OUTLINE

.

SUGGESTED
., LEARNING

" ACTIVITIES ,

SUGGESTED
RESOURCES ..

ASSESSMENT
CRITERION

1. Students will be
able to describe
the roles neces-
Ley nl a truck
hijacking,

-

Structure of Hijack
Group
1. Filligerman

information on
marked truck

2. Fence receives
merchandise

3. Spotter lo-
rates, points out
truck, follows bs
car, checks with
headquarters to
see if theft has
been discovered

Students will iden-
tify character in
audiotape who
assumed each role.

Audiotape:
Track Hijarking

* Transparency

.

,

.

(Tests that' p
accompany
curriculum)

--

:
2. Studentswill be

able to'obtline
investigation of
suspects.

.

a

Investigation of
Driver:

Employment
record
Police record
Associates
Associates' police
records
Persgnal habits,
living Style
Trip ticket
Union
Usual and un-
usuaistops °

Students will con-
struct questions
(based on dossier)
to ask driver of
stolen vehicle.

Employment
dossier on
driver of stolen

" vehicle

.

t

.. ,.

'

3. Students will be
able to formulate
the procedure to
examine a re-
covered hijacked
vehicle and the
crime scene for
physical evi:
dente.

Exam of Vehicle
and Scene:

Fingerprints
Shoe prints
Soil
Tire tracks
I./sea matches/
cigarette butts
Match booklets
Distance traveled

. Studeits will -,

.examre elides of
physical evidence .

for relationship to
. luck hijacking.

Slides 1 photo-
graphs of
physical evi-
dente

.

us.
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Day 4: Narcotics Itvestigation

SUGGESTED
PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED
CONTENT
OUTLINE

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
ACTIVITE$

SUGGESTED
RESOURCES

ASSESSMENT
CRITERION

1. Students will be
able to We
which type of
surveillance I
method to use
for a given M.O.
of a pusher.

Sutveillance
'Meth:
Fucir

Mutt.
Wiretap (.,,'
Telephoto lens
Fixei4 surveillance

(To be added)

J ei

Case Studies,
M.O.'S of
pushers

(Tests that
accompany

,, curriculum)

Ie.
2 Students win be

able to describe
important fac-
tors for an
undercover
investigator

.

Underiover:
QUalifications
.Disguise

Contact with
suspects
Maintaining
contact
Procedures and
pitfalls
Entrapment

(Toe

.

. .

Incidences:
Noe Morton

FBI Law Enforce-

molt Bulletin Ex-
cerpts

.
.

%

3"Students will
able to discrimi-
nate between

.11 nght and wrong
way to invests-
gate.

1. Tasting narcotics
2. Removing

evidence
3 Processing

evidence

(To be prided)
.

1

Shdeltape:
Belts of Nar-
(ones Invest,
salon

.

4. Students will be
able to problem-
solve to list
places of con-
cealment for
narcotic.

1. Horne
2. School
3. Auto

.
.

Students will divide
into .small groups
and list places of
concealment, then
check their lists
against trans-
parencies. .

Transparency:
Plan of Conceal-
molt

.

:,-
.

i
5. Students will

form an opinion
as to ethics of
undercover nar-
cotics agent in
high schools.

Means iinfiltrate
Views f agent
Value to agent

)

Students will read '"'
article, form
opinion. conclu
sions, and examine
each one's opinion
in relationship to °

`other students.

Article:
"Secrets of an
Undercover
Narcotics
Agent"

AI



' Day 5: rtobberylBurglaryLarceny A

SUGGESTED
PERFORMANCE

OBJECTIVES

SUGGESTED (
CONTENT,

. OUTLINE

' SUGGESTED
-'LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED
RESOURCES

ASSESSMENT
CRITERION

.. I. Students will be
able to classify
crimes as rob-
bery, burglary,
or larceny.

Types of Crimes
I Robbery tak-

mg something
by force

2. Burglary tak
Ins something

. without the.
.presence of peo
ple

3 Larceny tak-
in g. something
that belongs to
Another

.

, .

Students will read
or listen to
accounts on flash
cards orvaridus
types of crimes. .

,

Students will role- ,

, play incidents of
police responding
to calls of suspected
felonies.

.

Transparency:
Types of Crimes
Flash Cards

Police Call
Cars

.

s

(..

(Tests that .
accompany
curriculum)

'

t.
2. Students will be

able to plan
police pursuit of
a Dnk robber

- .

.

Preparation for ,:,
Police Pursuit
A Apprehension at ,

the scene 1
B Immediate '.''

pursuit il
I A larms /no i,.,

11 ..fications-
2. ROadbloCks

.

Students will listen
to audiotape and
outline pursuit
procedures.

.

Audiotape of
pursuit taken
from E.O.C.
records.

(To be added)

d
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Number of Questions Comp lettd.
NAME

ti ,

DIRECTI6NS:

1.. Read each incident. ' . .

2. Decide which of the thiee reports listed you would have to fill tiut if you were the inves-
tigating officer: .

-. a. Crime Against Person b. Crime Against Property cjviotor Vehicle Accident
3, Write the name of the report on the line after the incident.
4. Check your answers. If any of your answers are incorrect, fill in the correct answers.

I . ,

INCIDENTS:

1. A citizen hit a hippopotamui-Vilych was hitchhiking on Route 495.

2. A citizen was clubbed with a zucchini squash, which was left at the scene.

3. A citizen was driving while intoxicated and drove two wheels of his car off a cliff. He
escaped unharmed.

4. An apartment was burglarized. A nIqving van drove up; and two med,Assed as movers,
pioceeded to clear everything out of the apartment'

.5. A citizen hit a fife hydrant Which, caused the flooding of a majol intersection at rush
'hour.

8. A citizen's entire collection of shrunken heads wasstolen white he was at the annu'
Medicine Men convention

7. A chef at a famoqs restaurant was found poisoned.

8. Ole morning a rich citizen discovered that his gold Cadillac had been painted with yellow. .

and purple stripes.

9. A citizen was driving along when her car was hit by a house being moved along the road
by a truck.

10. A mRseum reported the th t of all its vases. The only clues tere a roselnd a note
signed, "TheThorny Thief."

1. Motor Vehicle Accident
2. ,Crime Against Person
3. Motor Vehicle Accident
4. Crime Against Property
5. Motor Vehicle Accident

p

IINSWERS:

68

6. Crime Against Pryperty
7. Crime Against Person
icerime Against Property
9. Motor Vehicle Accident

10. Crime,Against Property



Worksheet: Report Writing

Qbestions Completed.
NAME:
DATE:

DIRECTIONS:

I Read the accompanying story about a nighttime burglary.
Z. Fill out the condensed version of the "Crime Against Property report from the informa-

tion given in the story. YOU are the investigating officer; so, sign your name at the
bottoM7 1

3. Check your answers. with the already abmpleted report. If any of your answers are in-
correct, fill in the correct answers.

.
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Peppy's Health Food kore
Pepper, John S. 791-3569
100 Main Street
961-4270

On Wednesday, July 7., 1975,
John S. Pepper,. owner and man-
ager of Peppy's Health FOod Store,
war returning to his apartment
above the shop at lb° Main Street,
Rockville: .Maryland (20854),
around 11:00 P.M. (police- Time,
1300). A ,noisy, late-inOctet red
Volkswagen van came speeding
dut of the back:alley. Mr. Pepper
entered his, shop 'from the front.
He noticed that the cash register.,
was open. All the'.money, around
,six hundred dollars, was gone. Also
missing were two cases of multiple
vitamins, worth fwo hundred

'dollars, that had been stacked
Reside the cash register. .

Mr. Pepper then went to the door
- leading to the alley. The lock had

been jimmied, probably' 'by the
screwdriver -lying on the ground.
He reachedlorlhe screwdriver but
decided,not to pick it up. No other
window or door had been tacit-
pered with. The burglars used this
back door for coming and going.

John Pepper, a 34-year-old white
man, looked around his
neighborhood of small shops with
apartments above them and
wondered why his store had been

Bead Work
Macrame

M. Jenkins
Shop 7.91-7606

burgligked. Luckily no one was
hurt. ale only crime had been a
nighigime burglary. It still didn't
make sense.

His neighbor, Mrs. Mary Jen-
kins, of 102 Main Street, broke
Peppec's train of thought by
informing, hint that two men
dressed in denim ,work clothes had
taken a couple of cases out of the
Health Food Store. The leader of

' the two was a white male, 6'21%180
pounds,,between 25 and 30 years
old. He haUrig. blond lutir.>Mrs;t
Jenkins dich-nOAstget a *go
at the other man. Xlr she
remember wars that he was a w
man.

Ag.
She told4Pepper that she would

be willing to share her information
with the police. The police! Pepper
dashed in and dialed 911.

YOU are patrolling that Main
Street beat and Communications
gives you the call to answer. After
you arrive, you radio for the Iden-
tification Section whIth dusts for
latent prints aridoakes photo-
graphs. (""

Based on all this information,
YOU have to 'fill4put a "Creme
Against Property' report.
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t: Motives For Arson

Questions Completed.
-NAME.

DATE.

DIRECTIONS:

1. You need the following materials:
a. Student Worksheet
b. Burke's Procedural and Classification Chart of Arson Investigators
c. Packet of Fire Investigator's Notes at the Scenf.

2. Read each set of Fire Imiestigator's Notes.
3. Look at Burke', Chart and select type of niotive.
4. Determine the prime suspect according to details given in each set of notes.
5. Complete%the chart below by writing in the type of motive aria suspect.
6. Check your answers. If any are incoarect, fill in the correct answers.

Note Caret Type of Motive Prime Suspect
1:`-

.

A

B

C
.. ,.

Or D

E

.

4

.

s

.
P

.

.

A



Answers
..

Me..Card Type of Motive Prime Suspect

74,P,

A

B

C
D
E

F

'

'Household fire (gain fire)
Automobilefire (gain fire)
Juvenile fire
Business fire (gain fire)
Fire to cover evidence of

other crimes
Hate fire

Victim, owner of furniture
Victim, owner of car
Seven teenage boys
Owner of company
Treasurer of company

Girl friend of victim

I

C

.11



From Teacher's Guide: Fire Investigator

This thr,be n ienV4 to 610 marni. andmt.nd that Ian are ronsuleeni a Wm, mete. and roulette.,cmn be counted to Jeterens\okethee or not
fire loan of suspglOkr origin. w. -

\c.

DIRECTIONS

)resent slide/tape on Fire Investigator to students.
2. Divide the class into three to four small groups.
3. Asklit:K-0ov to assume they are the new Supervisor of Arson Investigation. Prepare a list

of questions'llieTsupervisor will Li* to interview firefighters after a fire to determine
whether or not arson ocCurred,Each group may -want to put its list on a chalkboard or
newsprint to compare its questibris vaith -those of other groups.

SUGGESTED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What was the point of origin or where did the fire start?
This is the first evidence to be gathered at the fire scene. At what point in the building athe-fire start? This
information may had to the location of the incendiary device or other means to.start a fire to establishjhat the fire
was not accidental, Alligatoring helps to locate the point of origin.

2. What ignited the fire?
This'queition leads to the sea r;rh for evidence of incendiary devicesliquid-accelerants or some other means to
ignite a flame.

3. Were-there 'multiple fires?
.,Multiple fires indicate that an arsonist started fires at several places to ensure adequate ignition:

4. What was the direction of fire spread? .
The fire spread apwardand outward. If the fire investigator finds the fire spread in a narrow or unusual pattern,
it indicates that a liquid accelerant was used.

5. What method was required sp extinguish flame?
Sometimes when streams of water are used on fires, instead of the fire goingout as might be expected under normal
conditions, the fire will burn with increased intensity and perhaps With a different color flame such as red, blue,
or orange. This reactiorto water may indicate the presence of some flammable liquid.

6. Were there Any unusual odors present when you arrived at the fire scene?
Different flammables have distinct odors. Alcohol, kerosene, and other chemicals can be recognized. The fire
investigator should familiarize her/himself with the odors or various. flammahle compounbst.

7. What was the condition of windoWs and doors?
By examining windows and doors the investigator can determine if tools were used to gain entry. In some
instances doors and windows art purposefully locked and may be barred to prevent entry of firefighters.

ZPTIONAL TASK 0 1

1. Have class read- two newspaper articles,' "Feed Plant Damaged by Fire" and "Miotery
3-Alarm Braze Damages Interi4 of Warehouse in NE."

2. Have each group outline the investigation it would conduct of these suspicious fires.
r",111,
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Fromgeacher's Guide: Line-Up
Itne-4 videotape wit filmed in the Metropolitan Police Department D,C , whose line-up facilities are the'most advanced in the Entire nation The Metropolitan Police Department uses this procedure more frequently in-theprocess Ofprosecuting cases than other police departments

tr

DIRECTIONS ,t

1. Prepare the students to view the videotape by st 'discussing these questions:
a. Why does the Detective Bureau use the line-up procedure?

(To gain a positive identification of a suspect by a witnes.$).
b. What physical characteristics of the members of a line-up would you want to be certain

were similar?
(1-feig(ita build. type of clothing, skin tone, age)

2. View the videotape Line-Up.
3. Discug the following points with the class:

a. WhaSplocedures are used to protect the rights of the suspect?
1) (The suspects attorney has an opportunity to review the line-up to be certain that all characteristicsare

closely matched. This ensures that the witness will inot be clued as to which line-up person is the suspect.)
2) (The attorney ivy also state any obiections to the line-upwhich cannot be easily changed far the record.

When the case comes to court s /he may heable to Wise art objectionto the line-up as a valid identification
o) a witness)

3) (Only one witness at a time may view the line-up so that witnesses do not influence each other's opinion.)
b. -What procedures are followed to protect the witness?

1) (The witness views the suspect through a one-way vision mirror so that the suspect cannot see the person
who may identify him/her positively as a suspect.)

2) (The detective does not address the witness by name.)
3) (The detective can turn off the microphone so that the suspect cannot hear the voice of the witness.)

c. In the Line-Up videotape what objections did the defense attorney have?
1) (He wanted it on record that his client was slightly shorter than other members of the line-up.)
2) (He wanted his client to remove the 3 x 5 card and pen from his pocket.) I

d. What requests did the witness have?
1) (To see a profile of the line-up members)
2) (To hear the voice of each line -u1, member)

e. How did the orientation session of the witnesses by the detective help the witness?
(The session made the witness less anxious since she lima know ahead of time exactly what was going to
happen. She didn't have to wonder.)

'1. Why is a line -up a tense situation?
1) (The lawyer for the person in a line-up is concerned that the line-up be conducted fairly to prevent any

possibility of his/her client bang identified by mistake.)
.2)'' The suspect is worried aboi(t being positively identified,rwhich means his/her court case will be more

- 3) (The detectives who conduct the line-Up are concerned about the emotional state of the witness. In some
cases, witnesses have fainted when seeing again the person who committed the crime.)

4) (Often the witness is fearful that in some way the suspect will become aware that the witness is presimt
sand will retaliate on the spot. Alsd. a witness is experiencing fear of incorrectly identifying a person in a
fine-up or of not being able to recognize' the suspect.)



OPTIONAL TASK

1. Distribute Line-Up Procedure Cards to all students.
2. Appoint one person to be the detective, one the defense attorney, three to be witnesses,

and one the suspect.
3..Have the detective plan and conduct the line-up.
4. Have the clash critique the detective's performance.

Line-Up Firocedure Card .

is Match persons to participate iri line-up as closely as possible: Check these
characteristics:

Hair (length, color, style)
Height
Build or weight
Skin tone

2. Stand line-up members in a straight row.
3: Allow the defense attorney to review the lirwifp-tg request changes which would

ensure fairnest forhislher client, or torecord minor charaCteristics whiclicannot be
chanOcrbut might make the witness' identification of the suspect questionable in
court. 1;

... . .
.4. Bring in one wi.ness t a, time. \, i

5.. Allow the witness tim to look at the lineup members carefully and to request tOsee
. a profile or hear voice . (Remember, all members of a line-up must say the*ame

thing.) . '
6. Say to the witness: -Do you recognize any of the persons here?

. ,.
'15. Escort the witness to the door to leave without.talking to other witnesses.

8. Arionce the time and "date of the line-up to be recorded. '

,..
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Worksheet: Line-Up Procedures

Number of Questions Comnieted-

NAME.

DATE:

line-Ups are conducted according to formal procedures.

I. View the videotape Low -Up. .2. Complete the worksheet.
3. Check your answers. Answers are it- the end of the worksheet.
4. If any of your answers are incorrect. write in the correct ones.

DIRECTIONS:

QUESTIONS:-.-
I The line-Np room in the videotape IS the most famous one in the United States. In what city is it located?

.

2, The suspect h;s certain nghts protected. Who Was present when the lir&-up was conducted to protect hisrights?

1
3 In the videotapeWhat changes "did the suspect's lawyer want to ensure that his client truly looked like everyone else in theline-up? 0
4 The lawyer wanted one-cKiracteristic of the line-up to which he objected recorded for the record. What was that feature?...
S Certain pr

a

b

c

-
urea are followed to protect the witness What are those procedures?

0
o The are brought in one at a time Why is this procedure followed?

7. The witness wanted to check two characteristics oethe suspects. What did she request?
a

b I
8 In the Diitnct of Columbia the entire line-up is audiotaped and videotaped. What does the detective say at the end to ensureproper identification of the line-up?

.

t Washington, D.C.
2. The suspect's lawye;
3. He asked that his client rereove the 3 5 card and pen in

his pocEet
4 That his client was slightly shorter than the others
5 a. One-wIN vision mirror

b Hislher name is not used
414

.c -the suspects cannot hear the witness. voice

ANSWERS

6 To ensure that eich-moitness contribUtion is unbiased
' So that each witness does not have an opportunity to- Se

hearsthe opinion of any other witness
7 a. A tie tow of the suspect

b To h the voice
8 Time and to of the line-upI

ss
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rib . Fron3 Teach is Guide: The Legal. Code for Persons 18 or Under
°.

This activityis designed to i riff students of legal regulations that apply to their activities and behavior

DIRECTIONS .
1. Explain to students that' they are, a-patrol division at the local police station. The station

commander Feels that there would be :fewer offenses committed by persons 18 or unfierii
such individuals were familiar with parts of the legal code which pertain to them. He has
Assigned your patrol division to prepare a student handbook.

2. Distribute the handout of the Legal Code for Persons 18 or Under, and place the
transparency of the same title on the overhead projector.

3.. Explain that the class will be divided, into three groups to work together on the assignment.
Each group will be assigned one category. Its task will be to research each item and to write a
description of the law for that item. Tell the class they may add to the list but to be certain
tharany items added pertain persons 18 or under and are not common law items relating
L9 all persons (i.e., murder, arson, etc.).

4. All& the class a few minutes to examine the handout and the transparency.
NOTE: The three categories of legal regulations were selected to illustrate that some laws
are enacted to.protect the person under 18, while the motivation for other laws is to protect.
other persons from illegal or harm(pl acts committed by juveniles. A third category consists,
of regulations which are necessar9 to ensure the functioning of the broader community.
The. regulations placed in the center of the triangle which follows do not fit neatly into any
category; they are regulations but not of the type that gran rights, privileges or
responsibilities. Rather,' implicit in these regulations is the protec ion of the following:
persons under 18, community members, and property.

5. Provide students.with some of the following resources to help them art on their research:
a. Copy of Article 27 Criminal Code of the State of Maryland
b. Copy of jribenile Causes which has legal requirements for Montgomery ounty, Morylan
c. Assign one or two students to contact someone in the State's.Attorney's Office to

review findings for technical accuracy
d. Assign one or two students to interview a lawyer for information.

7
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OPTION #1

After the class has completed the handbook, request that the stude4t governMent reproducecopies for all students. You may choose to invite a patrol officer to speak. at the assembly atwhich the handbooks are distributed.
- .1

OPTION #2
.

IS. in your opinion, the class has done a thorough job of, preparing the handbook, you may wishto contact the Superintendent. of Police, or the. Community Affairs Office of the Police,bepIrtmen't, to find out if they would like to repioduce the handbook for maqy persons under18 in the community.

OPTION #3

You and your class may wish to iiclude in your handbook one or more of the folloWing:
A. A Jist of hotlines for persons under 18
B. A list of telephone numbers for relevant offices or divisions of the police departmentC: Telephone numbers of other pertin onimbnity resources and agencies (i.e., probation,juvenile court) p

L.*
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--- LIST OF,ITEMS TO BE COVERED IN HANDBOOK'

1. Laws to Protect the Person/Under 48 from Harm

A. Alcohol, consumption of
B. Akohol, purchase of
C: cigarettes, purchase of
D. Drugs, use, possession, sale of
E. 'Hitchhiking
F. Restrictions on access to school and/or' police records

: Runaways
H. Truancy from school

3.$

II. Laws to Protect .Community Members and Their Property from Harm

A. Assault and Battery '
B. Disorderly conduct
C. Search of lockers on school pioperty

. D. .earch of persons on gchool property

C
1

11I. Laws to Regulate Community Activities for Organization and Welfare
t

A. Compulsory school attendance
B. Draft registration . , ,

C. Driver's Ikense, motor vehicle (auto, motorcycle)
D. 'Lea.ver'i permit, motor vehicle (auto, motorcycle) ..

E. Minliike regulations-
...4 F. registration

IV. Laws Which Regulate Behavior Which in and of Itself Is Not Harmful to the Person orOthers but May Be
°

A. Cuffew
B. Littering . .1C. Loitering
D. Trespassing 1

0

r
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Categories of Legal Code for Persons 18 or Under

cJ

LAWS TO PROTECT
THE PERSON UNDER 18

FROM HARM

LAWS TO PROTECT COMMUNITY
MEMBERS AND THEIR PROPERTY

FROM HARM

Alcohol, consumption of
Alcohol, puychaser of
Cigarettes purchase of
Drugs, use of.
Flitchhiking
Restrictions on
access to school
andlor police records
Runaways
Truancy from school

sI
2

41,

C u rf eyv
Littering
LoiterisAg

Trespassing

N4 'Assault and Battery
Disorderly Conduct

Search of locktrs
on school propert
Search of persons

on school property

Compulsory Sch-(ool Attendance
Draft Registration
Driver's License
Learner's Permit

Minibike Regulations
Votet Wegistration

LAWS TO REGULATE COMMUNITY
ACTIVITIES FOR ORGANIZATION

AND WELFARE'

..

,p
NOTE: Reg ations in the center of tile triangle are (hose Which replate activities because
potential ha m either) .the perpon under 18, to someone else, or to Property.

4
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NAME.

'DATE.

riorksilet: Slide/Tape: Juvenile/Adult Arrest Procedures
Num'be'r Of Questions Completed; _

t.

o
.

DIRECTIONS:

1. View the slide/tape, Juvenile versus Adult Airgt Procedures, then answer the qbestidns.

2. Checkyour answers. ffany of your answers are incorrect, correct them.

QUESTIONS:

1: What was thl charge for which the boys wire iirksted?

2. George (age 16) and Arnold (age 19) were arrested at_tbe save time for the same activity, yet
at the police station they were treated differently. Why?,

3.61ist at least three ways in which George and Arnold received different treatment. fvou do
NOT need to find One way for each category.)

011'

At crime scene \

At police station?

By court procedures?

George

;we
4

Arnold

4. List at least three ways in which George and Arnold received the same treatment. (Vou
do NOT need to field one way for each category.)

Georgq -Arnold

At crime scene

ra

At police station?

By court procedures?

k
it A-
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;

Or

5. Which' part of the,procedures described in the slide/tipe do you think constitutes allh 4'tartest! technically?

.6. Seetio,n 4:514 of the Annotated Code of Maryland, relevant to juveniles, is provided here./
a. Read-the quotation.
b Underline phrases for 1,;:?hyt you saw examples in the slideltape.
c Write.an example froth the slideltape for each phrtse you uncletHned..

The lyriltrtt If ,01,1Iptr mar roritortple If the pt. ithrtorta rhtldrt, whet. 'Iffy ore Intotolto he dr bnylif,0 Thf art..nrermeiogrilliolknopt 'of...flaw!-rrbeidtmarr phav6 tg ptat of IN the art swig iht dritrahattyof proritlItts the ton tom. to core aild gattdmr to.thr h.o.,tottehti, the artmogbtrOsiA;if Irr,f dial whorl. hoopla! tare (MN nottnorn110 a ,sterritlf tr1411111/.11 /I1OV II n rosary: rhjIli. (4.014 to a. rhaht IWO tott
ol the fhtli f aararaaa valkea Oka% f01i11011.111 IttrAttv drIttleorto,rundurt

S ;

.. '
I .1

04

:

oL.7. Fl Avis the praciicebf photogasplthii
with the goal ofereh'abilitatingthe

a.

it

0

but ,rint4ig adults ut not juveniles consistent .

. t
. .. ; ' . o...,

% ` I.. 4 ( a
8. In the slide/tape Arnold said that Hi would- need to get 1 lawyer. Geofge and h' piients
' appeared it the Juvenile Coutt without a la,:wyer'. Why was there a difirrence? 1.

s,... ne wa

fI . ?"*.. .- . '
4

.11

'
t
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1. Damage to property.

2. George was a iuvenie, Arnold was an adult

ers

a 4

to

'
Al crime
scene:

At police
station:

By court
, procedures:

George
o

Wisot fingerprinted 'oh

Was not photographed
Released to parents'

custody
Parents were telepileined

Received counseling from
intake worker

Did not go to a formal court
. hearing
Did,not receive a ( permanent

police record
Did receive perman

7.

r
record

Arnold

Was fingerprinted
Was photographed
Released on his own
'' recognizance
Paierits were not telephoned

Received no counseling.
,,Went to trial ,..
Received a permanent police

record

At
crime

George

Arteited
scene: Handcuffed

Advised of rights
Taken to police station

.

At police
.

Again advised of rights)

station: .Questioned further.

By court Required to appear at
procedures: court or out offices

Arnold

Arrested
Handcuffed
Advised of rights
Taken to police station

Again advised of rights
Questioned further

Required to appear at
."tourt or spurt offices

4

a , .

5$. '!Arrest: An arrest is the apprehending or restraining of a person. It takes place Whenever
there is ap actual seizing or touching of the body. x-Aarrest may,alsti consist of notification

lf.the purpose to restrain an individual and his'sqbmission thereto." (General Order Manual'
7227, Section Code 443-1. Montgomery County Depipment of Police). ..... , , ir 0, 4' ''''' ,

'... ,
Other procedures which occur, such as readingthe rights, follow the act of arrest. -

,, t ... .a 4

6c. Eicampres:
1).George was not punished (by fine or..iailoentence).
2, An attempt was nude by the intake worker "to correct and rehabilitate" George.
3)' Antattrmpt wis miae tnirnprosyp the "care and guidanCe in the child's own home" by

the intake worker whbfiadrecommended informal probation aqd family counseling.
-c . ,

'r
,11.

,11

1

aC1
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/ .

Part of the arrest p- rocedure for adults includes fingerPrinting ,attephot?gra oft.suspects with fingerpcints and photographs, placed in a police file. Juve-nilts oric*ot
fingerprinted and photographed. The court and police make every effort to ensure that 1'ejuvenile is not labelled a criminal. The assumption is that a juvenile will be treated a rid,hefild,toadjust. whereas with an adult the attitude of criminal justice, is almost the rev1rse (i.e., if fieperspn has been chargedivithaViiiine. fingerprints And photographs should be recorded it ishighly likely he/she will commit atother). / .It is almost as if the criminal justice system views one offense of a juvenile as a symptom, acry for help. Whereas one offense of an adult has a diffeient significance: most often th'e adulthas already made a decision to engage in criminal activities as a means of survival. (It should benoted that juveniles are fingerprinted and photographed when charged with a capital offense,i.e., one severe enough to demand the death penalty.)

The commissioner set a time for a trial for Arnold who had no choice but to go directly to trialfor the alleged offense. George. on the other hand, was offered options. The first option shownin the slide/tape, was to meet with a court intake worker to review the case and decide whetherOat it or not a formal court hearing beforea judge w,ss needed. George was placed under supervision.if his subsequent behavior was not good. he would' probably then have to go to trial.rn Montgolhery County there is an intelim step, not Mown in the slide/tape. Between thearrest and the interview with the court intake worker, a juvenile and his/her parents would be
asked to appeir at the Juvenile Btireau. of. the Police Department to discuss what the.itivenilehad done and to assess his/her general attitude and situation. As a result of the information
learned in this meeting, the Juvenile Bureau could decide to retain thecase at the policestationlevel, and not to sena the juvenile and his/her parents on to the next level of an interview withaJuvenile Court intake worker.

4'

tO
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